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About this information

This information describes:
v The Distributed Data Management (DDM) commands that DB2 supports
v How an accounting system can track Distributed Relational Database

Architecture™ (DRDA®) access to DB2
v How an application requester can distribute requests among the members of a

data sharing group

This information assumes that your DB2® subsystem is running in Version 9.1
new-function mode. Generally, new functions that are described, including changes
to existing functions, statements, and limits, are available only in new-function
mode. Two exceptions to this general statement are new and changed utilities and
optimization enhancements, which are also available in conversion mode unless
stated otherwise.

Who should read this information
This information is intended for anyone who is implementing a requester or a
database server that communicates with DB2 using DRDA.

Before using this information, you should have a good understanding of DRDA
and DDM.

The DDM commands supplement the information in the following Open Group
Technical Standard publications, which are prerequisite material for using DRDA in
a DB2 for z/OS environment:
v Open Group Technical Standard, DRDA Version 3 Vol. 1: Distributed Relational

Database Architecture

v Open Group Technical Standard, DRDA Version 3 Vol. 3: Distributed Data
Management Architecture

The DDM Manager Level (MGRLVL) requirements for the DRDA levels are
defined in Open Group Technical Standard, DRDA Version 3 Vol. 1: Distributed
Relational Database Architecture.

DB2 Utilities Suite

Important: In this version of DB2 for z/OS®, the DB2 Utilities Suite is available as
an optional product. You must separately order and purchase a license to such
utilities, and discussion of those utility functions in this publication is not intended
to otherwise imply that you have a license to them.

The DB2 Utilities Suite is designed to work with the DFSORT™ program, which
you are licensed to use in support of the DB2 utilities even if you do not otherwise
license DFSORT for general use. If your primary sort product is not DFSORT,
consider the following informational APARs mandatory reading:
v II14047/II14213: USE OF DFSORT BY DB2 UTILITIES
v II13495: HOW DFSORT TAKES ADVANTAGE OF 64-BIT REAL

ARCHITECTURE

© Copyright IBM Corp. 1992, 2009 v



These informational APARs are periodically updated.
Related information

DB2 utilities packaging (Utility Guide)

Terminology and citations
In this information, DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS is referred to as ″DB2 for z/OS.″ In
cases where the context makes the meaning clear, DB2 for z/OS is referred to as
″DB2.″ When this information refers to titles of DB2 for z/OS books, a short title is
used. (For example, ″See DB2 SQL Reference″ is a citation to IBM® DB2 Version 9.1
for z/OS SQL Reference.)

When referring to a DB2 product other than DB2 for z/OS, this information uses
the product’s full name to avoid ambiguity.

The following terms are used as indicated:

DB2 Represents either the DB2 licensed program or a particular DB2 subsystem.

OMEGAMON®

Refers to any of the following products:
v IBM Tivoli® OMEGAMON XE for DB2 Performance Expert on z/OS
v IBM Tivoli OMEGAMON XE for DB2 Performance Monitor on z/OS
v IBM DB2 Performance Expert for Multiplatforms and Workgroups
v IBM DB2 Buffer Pool Analyzer for z/OS

C, C++, and C language
Represent the C or C++ programming language.

CICS® Represents CICS Transaction Server for z/OS.

IMS™ Represents the IMS Database Manager or IMS Transaction Manager.

MVS™ Represents the MVS element of the z/OS operating system, which is
equivalent to the Base Control Program (BCP) component of the z/OS
operating system.

RACF®

Represents the functions that are provided by the RACF component of the
z/OS Security Server.

Accessibility features for DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS
Accessibility features help a user who has a physical disability, such as restricted
mobility or limited vision, to use information technology products successfully.

Accessibility features

The following list includes the major accessibility features in z/OS products,
including DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS. These features support:
v Keyboard-only operation.
v Interfaces that are commonly used by screen readers and screen magnifiers.
v Customization of display attributes such as color, contrast, and font size

Tip: The Information Management Software for z/OS Solutions Information
Center (which includes information for DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS) and its related
publications are accessibility-enabled for the IBM Home Page Reader. You can
operate all features using the keyboard instead of the mouse.
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Keyboard navigation

You can access DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS ISPF panel functions by using a keyboard
or keyboard shortcut keys.

For information about navigating the DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS ISPF panels using
TSO/E or ISPF, refer to the z/OS TSO/E Primer, the z/OS TSO/E User’s Guide, and
the z/OS ISPF User’s Guide. These guides describe how to navigate each interface,
including the use of keyboard shortcuts or function keys (PF keys). Each guide
includes the default settings for the PF keys and explains how to modify their
functions.

Related accessibility information

Online documentation for DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS is available in the Information
Management Software for z/OS Solutions Information Center, which is available at
the following Web site: http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/dzichelp

IBM and accessibility

See the IBM Accessibility Center at http://www.ibm.com/able for more information
about the commitment that IBM has to accessibility.

How to send your comments
Your feedback helps IBM to provide quality information. Please send any
comments that you have about this book or other DB2 for z/OS documentation.
You can use the following methods to provide comments:
v Send your comments by e-mail to db2zinfo@us.ibm.com and include the name

of the product, the version number of the product, and the number of the book.
If you are commenting on specific text, please list the location of the text (for
example, a chapter and section title or a help topic title).

v You can send comments from the Web. Visit the DB2 for z/OS - Technical
Resources Web site at:

http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?&uid=swg27011656

This Web site has an online reader comment form that you can use to send
comments.

v You can also send comments by using the feedback link at the footer of each
page in the Information Management Software for z/OS Solutions Information
Center at http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/db2zhelp.

About this information vii
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Chapter 1. Accounting for distributed data

DRDA® needs to acquire information about the end-user that is useful for
accounting. To enable accounting, a requester can use the prddta and sqlstt instance
variables.

Many businesses and institutions implement resource monitoring practices that
allow system administrators to associate resource usage with individual user
access. The results of these practices can be used, for example, to charge individual
users or their departments for the resources they consume.

To enable an accounting or monitoring system to track DRDA access to a DB2
database server, a requester can send accounting and monitoring data to DB2 in
one of two ways:
v Send an accounting identifier string in the prddta instance variable of the

ACCRDB command with each application’s connect request.
v Send accounting or monitoring identifier strings in the sqlstt command data

object of the EXCSQLSET command.
This is not limited to connect requests.

Macro DSNDQMDA maps the accounting record. For a detailed description of the
fields in this record, refer to this mapping macro in the data set library
DSN910.SDSNMACS.
Related information

“Format of prddta data”
“Format of sqlstt data” on page 3

Format of prddta data
The prddta data carries product-specific information and specifies that the data
must be conveyed. It is conveyed to the target if the target’s server class name is
not known when the ACCRDB command is issued.

The prddta data has the following format::

L Length of the data that follows. The length value can be zero if no data
follows for this set.

Data Data of length L.

DB2 recognizes the first set of data as accounting data when the length of all sets
of data equals the total length of prddta. If you send accounting data, you must
always send it as the first set of data in the prddta instance variable.

Figure 1 on page 2 shows an example of one set of data in the prddta instance
variable. All length values in the total length calculation are expressed in
hexadecimal format.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 1992, 2009 1



Figure 2 on page 3 shows an example of four sets of data in the prddta instance
variable. All length values in the total length calculation are expressed in
hexadecimal format.

0015 2104 10 C4E2D5F0F3F0F1F0 C1C2C3C4C5C6C7C8

The length of prddta is calculated by adding all the parts:
02  Bytes of LL
02  Bytes of CP
01  Byte length for group 1
10  Bytes of data in group 1

Accounting data in group 1

Product-specific identifier (PRDID) in group 1

Length of group 1 data

Code point (CP) for prddta

15 Total length of prddta

The prddta data is:

Total length (LL) of prddta

Figure 1. Example of one set of data in prddta
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Format of sqlstt data
The sqlstt data specifies that an SQL statement is being executed or bound into an
RDB package.

DB2 server systems allow requester systems to influence certain accounting and
monitoring information using the EXCSQLSET command. DB2 server systems have
implemented the concepts of:
v End user IDs
v End user workstation names
v End user application names
v Accounting data

The prddta instance variable can also influence this information. However, prddta
only allows the accounting data to be sent when the ACCRDB command can be
accepted, whereas the EXCSQLSET command allows the accounting data to be sent
at any time.

Much of this information is externalized in various forms in a DB2 system. For
example:

0022 2104 10 C4E2D5F0F3F0F1F0 C1C2C3C4C5C6C7C8 08 F1F2F3F4F5F6F7F8 00 02 F1F2

The prddta data is:

Total length (LL) of prddta

Code point (CP) for prddta

Length of group 1 data

Product-specific identifier (PRDID) in group 1

Accounting data in group 1

Length of group 2 data

Group 2 data

Length of group 3 data

Group 4 data

Length of group 4 data

The length of prddta is calculated by adding all the parts:
02 Bytes of LL
02 Bytes of CP
01 Byte length for group 1
10 Bytes of data in group 1
01 Byte length for group 2
08 Bytes of data in group 2
01 Byte length for group 3
00 Bytes of data in group 3
01 Byte length for group 4
02 Bytes of data in group 4

22 Total length of prddta

Figure 2. Example of four sets of data in prddta
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v The DSNV437I message of the DISPLAY THREAD command report
v THREAD-INFO data in various messages such as DSNT375I
v The QWHC trace record correlation header
v The QMDA section of DB2 accounting trace records

The EXCSQLSET command is sent with one or more sqlstt command data objects.
The information sent in the sqlstt command data object determines its format as
follows:
v End user ID

To set the end user ID, sqlstt contains the string SET CLIENT USERID, followed by
the user ID in single quotation marks. DB2 accepts a user ID of up to 16
characters and truncates any characters that exceed that length. For example, to
set the end user ID to ’my_eu_userid’:
SET CLIENT USERID 'my_eu_userid'

v End user workstation name
To set the end user workstation name, sqlstt contains the string SET CLIENT
WRKSTNNAME, followed by the workstation name in single quotation marks. DB2
accepts a name of up to 18 characters and truncates any characters that exceed
that length. For example, to set the end user workstation name to
’my_eu_wstationname’:
SET CLIENT WRKSTNNAME 'my_eu_wstationname'

v End user application name
To set the end user application name, sqlstt contains the string SET CLIENT
APPLNAME, followed by the application name in single quotation marks. DB2
accepts a name of up to 32 characters and truncates any characters that exceed
that length. For example, to set the end user application name to
’my_eu_applname’:
SET CLIENT APPLNAME 'my_eu_applname'

v Accounting information
To set the accounting information, sqlstt contains the string SET CLIENT ACCTNG,
followed by the accounting information in single quotation marks. DB2 accepts
up to 255 characters and truncates any characters that exceed that length. DB2
also assumes that the first 8 characters of accounting information are a product
identifier (prdid). For example, to set the accounting information to
’DSN09010my_acctng_info’:
SET CLIENT ACCTNG 'DSN09010my_acctng_info'

Use a comma (,) to delimit string information. Represent hexadecimal string
values as X’hh’. For example:
SET CLIENT ACCTNG 'DSN09010my_accntg_info',X'0004','ABCD'

SET CLIENT ACCTNG 'DSN09010','my_accntg_info',X'0004','ABCD'

SET CLIENT ACCTNG 'DSN09010','my_accntg_info',X'00',X'04','AB','CD'

Related reference

“EXCSQLSET command” on page 57
“EXCSQLIMM command” on page 53
“BNDSQLSTT command” on page 31
“PRPSQLSTT command” on page 74
“RDBCMM command” on page 78
“RDBRLLBCK command” on page 80
Related information

“Format of prddta data” on page 1
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Chapter 2. DDM command support

Distributed data management (DDM) commands are part of the DDM relational
database (RDB) model. You can use them to establish connections, create packages,
process queries, execute SQL statements, commit and rollback unit of work.
Additionally, several commands can be used for security processing.

A requester using DRDA to connect to an application server or database server
uses Distributed Data Management (DDM) as part of the underlying architecture of
DRDA. DDM is the data connectivity language that is used for data interchange
among like or unlike systems. DDM is independent of a particular system’s
hardware architecture and its operating system.

The following table describes the DDM commands supported by DB2.

Table 1. DDM command support

DDM command Description

ACCRDB Access RDB

ACCSEC Access security

BGNBND Begin binding of a package to an RDB

BNDCPY Copy an existing RDB package

BNDDPLY Deploy an existing RDB package

BNDSQLSTT Bind SQL statement to an RDB package

CLSQRY Close query

CNTQRY Continue query

DRPPKG Drop a package from an RDB

DSCRDBTBL Describe RDB table

DSCSQLSTT Describe SQL statement

ENDBND End binding of a package to an RDB

EXCSAT Exchange server attributes

EXCSQLGET Execute SQL get

EXCSQLIMM Execute immediate SQL statement

EXCSQLSET Execute SQL set

EXCSQLSTT Execute SQL statement

GETNXTCHK Get next chunk of data

INTRDBRQS Interrupt RDB request

OPNQRY Open query

PRPSQLSTT Prepare SQL statement

RDBCMM RDB commit unit of work that is used by remote unit of work
(RUOW) connections

RDBRLLBCK RDB rollback unit of work that is used by RUOW connections

REBIND Rebind an existing RDB package

SECCHK Security check

SNDPKT Send packet

© Copyright IBM Corp. 1992, 2009 5
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Table 1. DDM command support (continued)

DDM command Description

SYNCCTL Sync point control request that is used for distributed unit of
work (DUOW) and XA connections

SYNCRSY Sync point resynchronization request that is used by DUOW
connections

DDM and DRDA concepts
A distributed data management (DDM) command is interpreted by the target
server and translated for the local data management interface of the target system.

A DDM command can have these associations:
v Command parameters (instance variables)
v Command data objects
v Reply data objects
v Reply messages, containing reply message instance variables

DDM commands, and the objects and messages associated with them, map to
actions taken by a relational database management system:
v Requesters send SQL requests to the database server as DDM commands.
v Requesters send host variable descriptions and values to the database server as

command data objects.
v Database servers return data and a description of that data to requesters in the

form of reply data objects.
v Database servers return information about the outcome of SQL requests to

requesters in the form of reply messages.
Related concepts

Chapter 2, “DDM command support,” on page 5
Related information

The Distributed Relational Database Architecture Specification

DRDA overview
The Distributed Relational Database Architecture™ (DRDA) is an open architecture
that allows applications and database systems on disparate, connected systems to
communicate and interoperate.

Prerequisite information on DRDA is described in Open Group Technical Standard,
DRDA Version 3 Vol. 1: Distributed Relational Database Architecture, which provides
details that are not included in the DB2 for z/OS information library.

DRDA is defined by rules of four underlying architectures. These architectures are
as follows:
v Communication in DRDA can use multiple network transport protocols. DB2

uses the following transport protocols:
– SNA LU 6.2: Allows the specification of security requirements between the

application and the relational database. SNA LU 6.2 also specifies the token
(LUWID) that correlates the application process at the requester with the
agent process at the server. All commands and data are sent by way of SNA
LU 6.2 conversations.

6 Reference for Remote DRDA Requesters and Servers
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– TCP/IP: All security and LUWID requirements are specified using DDM
commands and responses. All commands and data are sent by way of
TCP/IP sockets.

v Distributed Data Management (DDM) defines the syntax and semantics of all
commands that are sent from a requester to a database server and all reply
messages that are sent from a database server to a requester.
The DDM exchange server attributes (EXCSAT) command negotiates the level of
DRDA that is supported. The DDM manager level information that is exchanged
identifies the level of DRDA function that the requester and database server
support. Table 2 shows the DDM manager levels.

v Formatted Data Object Content Architecture (FD:OCA) describes the syntax and
semantics of all command data objects that are sent from a requester to an
application server, and all reply data objects that are sent from an application
server to a requester.
Command data objects and reply data objects are defined by DDM; however,
their structure is defined by FD:OCA.

v Character Data Representation Architecture (CDRA) specifies the representation
of character data that is sent within a command data object from a requester to
an application server, and character data that is sent within a reply data object
from an application server to a requester.

The following figure illustrates the relationship between DDM and other
architectures that comprises DRDA.

The following table lists the DDM managers and the levels of function supported
by DB2.

Table 2. DDM manager levels

Manager Description Minimum level Maximum level

AGENT Routes requests and replies 3 7

CMNAPPC SNA communications manager 3 3

CMNSYNCPT SNA sync point services 4 4

CMNTCPIP TCP/IP communications manager 5 8

RDB Relational database manager 3 8

RSYNCMGR Resynchronization manager 5 5

SECMGR Security manager 5 8

SQLAM SQL application manager 3 8

DRDA

Environmental and protocol rules

Communication DDM FD:OCA and CDRA

SNA
Unit of work
Security

TCP/IP

Actions on data
Commands and
responses

Unit of work
Security

Data and
descriptions
of data

Figure 3. The relationship between DDM and the other architectures that comprise DRDA
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Table 2. DDM manager levels (continued)

Manager Description Minimum level Maximum level

SYNCPTMGR Sync point manager 5 7

XAMGR1 XA manager 7 7

Note:

1. In a data sharing environment, the shared communications area (SCA) contains only
exception information for objects in the database, log data set names, and BSDS names.
You need to reserve additional space in the SCA to contain XA indoubt information. If
you run out of space in the SCA structure, DB2 may not function properly. DB2 servers
process XA requests through the SYNCCTL command.

Related reference

“SYNCCTL command” on page 92
Related information

The Distributed Relational Database Architecture Specification
“Error situations with DDM commands” on page 13

DB2 implementation of DRDA
Each level of the implementation represents an increasing level of distributed
support.

The implementation of the DRDA levels are as follows:
v DRDA level 1 supports DDM level 3. This includes support for:

– Base SQL
– Application-directed connections
– Remote unit of work connections

v DRDA level 2 supports DDM level 4. This includes support for:
– Distributed unit of work connections
– Protected connections (using SNA two-phase commit protocols)

v DRDA level 3 supports DDM level 5. This includes support for:
– Objects and distinct typedistinct types
– Stored procedures with multi-row result sets
– TCP/IP connections
– Protected connections (using DRDA two-phase commit protocols)
– Enhanced security (DRDA authentication security mechanisms)
– Generic bind options

v DRDA level 4 supports DDM levels 5 and 6.
– DDM level 5 includes support for:

- Scrollable cursors
- Connection and transaction pooling
- Global transactions
- Monitoring
- Security enhancements (Kerberos authentication)

– DDM level 6 includes support for:
- Describe input
- Database-directed access
- Security enhancements (encrypted passwords)
- New SQL data types (8-byte integer and datalink)

v DB2 supports a subset of DRDA level 5, which provides support for the
following DDM level 7 function.
– Long SQL statements
– SQL long identifiers
– Query instance identifiers
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– Cursor extensions
– Cursor attributes on prepare
– Scrollable cursors
– Multi-row fetch
– Multi-dimensional multi-row insert
– LOB processing enhancements
– Keep dynamic package bind options
– Data stream encryption
– Extended describe
– Interrupt query request
– System monitoring
– Package path special register
– Extended diagnostics

v DB2 supports a subset of DRDA level 6, which provides support for the
following DDM level 8 Function.
– New DRDA data types

- serialized XML string
- binary string
- varying-length binary string
- decimal float

– Large object (LOB/XML) flow optimization
– Network trusted contexts
– TCPIP IP v6 support
– Enhanced 2–phase commit (protected) conversation flows that support

federated 1–phase commit (unprotected) conversation updates
This support is based on the February, 2004 publication of the Open Group
Technical Standard DRDA Version 3. See The Open Group’s Database
Interoperability (DBIOP) Consortium Web page at http://www.opengroup.org/
dbiop/ for complete details and a current working draft of the specification.

DB2 servers do not support the following DRDA functions:
v Multi-row input
v Client reroute
v Security plug-in
Related information

The Distributed Relational Database Architecture Specification

Support for DRDA data types
DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS provides comprehensive support for DRDA data types.

As a result of enhancements to DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS, the following DRDA
data types are now supported:

8-byte integer data types:

DRDA supports 8-byte integers and nullable 8-byte integers, denoted by local
identifiers (LIDs) X’16’ and X’17’. These integer data types are fully supported
when connected to servers and requesters that support SQLAM level 6 or higher.
Only toleration support was added with DB2 V6. For this release, full support has
been added since BIGINT is now a supported SQL type in DB2.

Decimal floating point data types:
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DRDA supports the decimal floating point data type, denoted by LIDs X’BA’ and
X’BB’, for SQLAM level 8 servers and requesters. Decimal floating point data types
refer to DRDA decimal floating point and is independent of machine type
(TYPDEFNAM).

Serialized XML string data types:

DRDA supports both XML string internally-encoded (XMLSIE) and XML string
externally-encoded (XMLSEE) data types. When connected to a SQLAM level 8
server or requester, DB2 supports the following serialized XML string data types:
v XMLSIE (LIDs X’C4’ and X’C5’)
v XMLSEE (LIDs X’C6’ and X’C7’)

The following rules apply:
v DB2 version 9 server:

– Sends only XMLSEE with UTF-8 CCSIDXML,
– Accepts XMLSIE and XMLSEE inputs from a requester with any CCSIDXML.

v DB2 version 9 requester:

– Sends XMLSIE and XMLSEE inputs from a requester with any CCSIDXML
valid for the server.

– Accepts only XMLSEE with a UTF-8 CCSIDXML

Binary string data types:

DRDA supports the following binary string data types. These data types are
supported and accessible by any DB2 Version 9.1 application or by a DB2 Version
9.1 server when connected to a SQLAM level 8 server or requester.
v Binary string
v Varying-length binary string

Exception: DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS does not support the following DRDA data
types:
v Pascal L strings (LIDs X’44’ - X’49’)
v Basic floating point numbers (LIDs X’08’ - X’0D’) for TYPDEFNAM

QTDSQLVAX. All other TYPDEFNAMs are supported.
Related information

The Distributed Relational Database Architecture Specification

Support for bookmarks using scrollable cursors
For interfaces that require bookmark support, DB2 for z/OS returns a count of the
rows in the result table for a scrollable cursor.

The following table shows when the row count is returned to the application.

Table 3. When row count is returned

FETCH specification Resulting cursor position: On last row
Resulting cursor position: After last
row

FETCH NEXT if on ’next to last row’
SQLCODE 0

else n/a
if already on ’last row’

SQLCODE +100, rowcount=n

10 Reference for Remote DRDA Requesters and Servers
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Table 3. When row count is returned (continued)

FETCH specification Resulting cursor position: On last row
Resulting cursor position: After last
row

FETCH PRIOR
if already ’after the last row’

SQLCODE 0
else n/a

n/a

FETCH FIRST
if only one row

SQLCODE 0
else n/a

if no rows
SQLCODE +100, rowcount=0

else n/a

FETCH LAST
if one or more rows

SQLCODE 0, rowcount=n
else n/a

if no rows
SQLCODE +100, rowcount=0

else n/a

FETCH BEFORE n/a n/a

FETCH AFTER n/a
SQLCODE 0 1

rowcount=n

FETCH CURRENT
if already on ’last’ row

SQLCODE 0
else n/a

if already ’after the last row’
SQLCODE +231

else n/a

FETCH ABSOLUTE 1
if only one row

SQLCODE 0
else n/a

if no rows
SQLCODE +100, rowcount=0

else n/a

FETCH ABSOLUTE -1
if one or more rows

SQLCODE 0, rowcount=n
else n/a

n/a (if no rows, cursor position
would be ’before’)

FETCH ABSOLUTE n 2 SQLCODE 0 n/a

FETCH ABSOLUTE -n 2

if only one row
SQLCODE 0

else n/a

n/a

FETCH ABSOLUTE x 3 n/a
SQLCODE +100
rowcount=n

FETCH ABSOLUTE -x 3 n/a
n/a (cursor position would be
’before’)

FETCH RELATIVE r 2

if currently r rows from the last
one

SQLCODE 0

if r is more than the remaining
rows to the last one

SQLCODE +100, rowcount=n

FETCH RELATIVE -r 2

if r is 1 (FETCH RELATIVE -1)
SQLCODE 0

else n/a

n/a (if no rows, cursor position
would be ’before’)
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Table 3. When row count is returned (continued)

FETCH specification Resulting cursor position: On last row
Resulting cursor position: After last
row

Notes:

1. On FETCH AFTER, the SQLCODE is zero for compatibility with DB2 for i. This is different than FETCH
ABSOLUTE x which returns SQLCODE +100.

2. n is the number of rows of the result table and n>1 (where n=1 is handled by separate rows in the table for
ABSOLUTE 1 and ABSOLUTE -1).

3. x > the number of rows of the result table and x>1 (where x=1 is handled by separate rows in the table for
ABSOLUTE 1 and ABSOLUTE -1.

Support for query block options
A query block is the basic unit of transmission for query and result set data. A
requester can specify the size of query blocks in the qryblksz instance variable of
the DDM commands that can return data.

The commands that specify qryblksz are OPNQRY, EXCSQLSTT, and CNTQRY.
Specifying the query block size enables the requester, which may have resource
constraints, to control the amount of data that is returned at any one time.

DRDA defines two types of blocking:
v Exact blocking—every query block must be exactly the same size. The only

exception to this rule is the last query block in the reply chain, which can be
smaller.

v Flexible blocking—each query block can be a different size, depending on the
size of the row or result set being returned. The specified query block size is
used as an initial size, and the query block can expand beyond that size, if
necessary to complete the fetch operation.

As a requester, DB2 supports both exact and flexible blocking; as a server, DB2
supports (sends) only flexible blocking when the requester is SQLAM 7 or higher.
Otherwise, DB2 supports blocking as specified at the lower level.
Related reference

“CNTQRY command” on page 36
“EXCSQLSTT command” on page 59
“OPNQRY command” on page 70
Related information

The Distributed Relational Database Architecture Specification

Support for monitoring
A requester can request a server to monitor an event or an activity. Monitoring
data returns the database server’s elapsed time as reply data that is supplemented
to the normal reply.

If the monitor instance variable is specified, an optional monitorrd reply data is
returned in the reply chain with the requested data.

monitor (monitor events)
Allows the definition of 32 different events and contains a list of activities
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or events to be monitored by the server. Each event or activity is defined
as an ordered and contiguous set of a bits. The etime flag requests the
server elapsed CPU time.

monitorrd (monitor reply data)
Allows the target agent to return monitoring data to the source agent as a
separate object in the reply and returns ETIME (elapsed CPU time). If the
target server does not support the requested event or activity, the monitorrd
instance variable is not returned.

The following DDM commands support monitoring:
CLSQRY
CNTQRY
DSCRDBTBL
DSCSQLSTT
EXCSQLIMM
EXCSQLSET
EXCSQLSTT
GETNXTCHK
OPNQRY
PRPSQLSTT

Related reference

“CLSQRY command” on page 34
“CNTQRY command” on page 36
“DSCRDBTBL command” on page 42
“DSCSQLSTT command” on page 45
“EXCSQLIMM command” on page 53
“GETNXTCHK command” on page 65
“OPNQRY command” on page 70
“PRPSQLSTT command” on page 74
Related information

The Distributed Relational Database Architecture Specification

Error situations with DDM commands
If DDM command processing fails, the server generates several reply messages.

DDM reply
message Description Reason

AGNPRMRM Permanent agent
error

The requested command could not be completed because of a permanent error
condition that is detected at the target system.

BGNBNDRM Begin bind error The package binding process could not be initiated because an error condition
exists.

CMDCHKRM Command check The requested command encountered an unarchitected and implementation-
specific condition.

CMDNSPRM Command not
supported

The specific command is not recognized or not supported for the specified target
object.

CMDVLTRM Command
violation

The system has received a DDM command violating the processing capabilities
of the conversation.
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DDM reply
message Description Reason

DSCINVRM Invalid
description

A target server manager was unable to assemble a valid FD:OCA descriptor for
the sent data.

DTAMCHRM Data descriptor
mismatch

The amount of data that is received did not match the amount of data expected.

INTTKNRM Interrupt token
invalid

Either the token value does not match the interrupt token value that is returned
to the requester on the ACCRDBRM or the requester is not authorized to
interrupt the execution of a DDM command.

MGRDEPRM Manager
dependency error

A request has been made to use a manager, but the requested manager requires
specific support from another manager that is not present.

MGRLVLRM Manager-level
conflict

Either the manager-level dependencies of a specified manager violates another
specified manager level or the manager level that is specified attempts to
respecify a manager level that a previous EXCSAT command specified.

OBJNSPRM Object not
supported

The target server does not recognize or support the data in an object data stream
structure.

OPNQFLRM Open query
failure

The OPNQRY command failed to open a query.

PKGBNARM RDB package
binding not active

A BNDSQLSTT or ENDBND command was issued when the package binding
process was not active for the specified package name.

PKGBPARM RDB package
binding process
active

The command cannot be issues when the RDB package binding process is active.

PRCCNVRM Conversational
protocol error

A conversational protocol error occurred.

PRMNSPRM Parameter not
supported

The specified parameter is not recognized or not supported for the specified
command.

QRYNOPRM Query not open A CNTQRY or CLSQRY command is issued for a query that is not open.

RDBACCRM RDB currently
accessed

The ACCRDB command cannot be issued because the requester currently has
access to a relational database.

RDBNACRM RDB not accessed The ACCRDB command was not issued prior to a command that was requesting
RDB services.

RSCLMTRM Resource limits
reached

The requested command could not be completed because of insufficient target
server resources.

SQLERRRM SQL error
condition

An SQL error has occurred.

SYNTAXRM DATA stream
syntax error

The data that is sent to the target agent does not structurally conform to the
requirements of the DDM architecture.

VALNSPRM Parameter value
not supported

The parameter value that is specified is either not recognized or not supported
for the specified parameter.

Related information

The Distributed Relational Database Architecture Specification

ACCRDB command
The ACCRDB (access relational database) command establishes a path to the
specified relational database (RDB).
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Command parameters

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and that DB2 provides a
value for the instance variable if a value exists. (Values might not exist
for optional variables.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
never provides this information when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the instance variable is not applicable because
DB2 never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the instance
variable if it is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

I Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 ignores this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 4. ACCRDB command instance variables

ACCRDB command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

armcorr (ARM correlator) N Y N

crrtkn (correlation token) Y Y Y

diaglvl (diagnostic level) Y Y N

diagnostics (SQL error diagnostic level) Y Y N

prddta (product-specific data) Y Y N

prdid (product-specific identifier) Y Y Y

rdbacccl (RDB access manager class) Y Y Y

rdbalwupd (RDB allows updates) Y Y N

rdbnam (RDB name) Y Y Y

sttdecdel (statement decimal delimiter), limited
to the following subset:

DECDELPRD

DECDELCMA

DFTPKG

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

N

sttstrdel (statement string delimiter), limited to
the following subset:

STRDELAP

STRDELDQ

DFTPKG

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

N

trgdftrt (target default values return) N Y N
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Table 4. ACCRDB command instance variables (continued)

ACCRDB command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

trust (access as a trusted entity) Y Y N

typdefnam (data type definition name) Y Y Y

typdefovr (data type definition override) Y Y Y

unpupdalw (unprotected update allowed) Y Y N

Command data objects

DRDA defines no command data objects for the ACCRDB command.

Reply data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the object if it is
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 rejects
this information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it sends a reply if a value exists. (Values might
not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it sends a reply.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 5. ACCRDB reply data object

ACCRDB reply data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

sqlcard (SQLCA reply data) Y N/A N

Reply message

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:
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Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the information if it
is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
rejects the information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and thatDB2 provides a
value for the variable each time it sends a reply if a value exists.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 never
provides a value for the variable when it sends a reply.

v In the “Required?” column;

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 6. Instance variables of the ACCRDBRM reply message

ACCRDBRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

crrtkn (correlation token) Y Y N

ipaddr (TCP/IP address) Y Y N

pkgdftcst (package default character subtype) Y N N

prdid (product-specific identifier) Y Y Y

rdbinttkn (RDB interrupt token) Y N N

snaaddr (SNA address) Y N N

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) Y Y Y

srvlst (server list) Y Y N

svrcod (severity code) Y Y Y

trust (access as a trusted entity) Y Y N

typdefnam (data type definition name) Y Y Y

typdefovr (type definition overrides) Y Y Y

usrid (user ID at the target system) Y N N

Related concepts

Chapter 1, “Accounting for distributed data,” on page 1
Related information

“Error situations with DDM commands” on page 13
“Format of prddta data” on page 1

ACCSEC command
The ACCSEC (access security) command initializes the security mechanism that is
used to validate the user’s identity.
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Command parameters

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and that DB2 provides a
value for the instance variable if a value exists. (Values might not exist
for optional variables.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
never provides this information when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the instance variable is not applicable because
DB2 never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the instance
variable if it is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

I Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 ignores this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 7. ACCSEC command instance variables

ACCSEC command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

encalg (encryption algorithm) N Y N

enckeylen (encryption key length) N Y N

rdbnam (RDB name) Y Y N

secmec (security mechanism) 1 Y Y Y

secmgrnm (security manager name) N I N

sectkn (security token) N Y N

Note:

1. See Table 8 for the security mechanisms that DB2 supports.

Table 8 lists the security mechanisms that DB2supports, and indicates which of the
security mechanisms are used by DB2 requesters and which of the security
mechanisms are accepted by DB2 servers.

Table 8. Security mechanisms supported by DB2

SECMEC
Supported by
DB2 requester?

Supported by
DB2 server? Description

X’0003’ Y Y User ID password

X’0004’ Y Y User ID only

X’0005’ N Y Change password

X’0006’ N N User ID, password substitute
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Table 8. Security mechanisms supported by DB2 (continued)

SECMEC
Supported by
DB2 requester?

Supported by
DB2 server? Description

X’0007’ N Y User ID, encrypted password

X’0009’ Y Y Encrypted user ID and password

X’000A’ N Y Encrypted change password

X’000B’ N Y Kerberos

X’000C’ Y Y Encrypted user ID and data

X’000D’ Y Y Encrypted user ID, password, and
data

X’000E’ N Y Encrypted user ID, password, new
password, and data

Command data objects

DRDA defines no command data objects for the ACCSEC command.

Reply data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the object if it is
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 rejects
this information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it sends a reply if a value exists. (Values might
not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it sends a reply.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 9. Instance variables of the ACCSECRD reply data object

ACCSECRD reply data object instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

encalg (encryption algorithm) N Y N

enckeylen (encryption key length) N Y N
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Table 9. Instance variables of the ACCSECRD reply data object (continued)

ACCSECRD reply data object instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

secchkcd (security check code) N Y N

secmec (security mechanism) Y Y Y

sectkn (security token) N Y N

Reply messages

Normal processing of the ACCSEC command results in no DDM reply messages.
Related reference

“SECCHK command” on page 87
Related information

“Error situations with DDM commands” on page 13

BGNBND command
The BGNBND (begin bind) command starts the process of binding a package to
the specified relational database (RDB).

Command parameters

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and that DB2 provides a
value for the instance variable if a value exists. (Values might not exist
for optional variables.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
never provides this information when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the instance variable is not applicable because
DB2 never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the instance
variable if it is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

I Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 ignores this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 10. BGNBND command instance variables

BGNBND command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

bndchkexs (bind existence checking) Y Y N
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Table 10. BGNBND command instance variables (continued)

BGNBND command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

bndcrtctl (bind package creation control), limited
to the following subset:

BNDCHKONL

BNDERRALW

BNDNERALW

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

bndexpopt (bind explain option) Y Y N

decprc (decimal precision) N Y N

dftrdbcol (default RDB collection identifier) Y Y N

dgrioprl (degree of I/O parallelism) Y Y N

pkgathopt (package authorization option) Y Y N

pkgathrul (package authorization rules), limited
to the following subset:

OWNER

REQUESTER

DEFINER_REVERT_TO_REQUESTER

DEFINER_REVERT_TO_OWNER

INVOKER_REVERT_TO_REQUESTER

INVOKER_REVERT_TO_OWNER

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

pkgdftcc (package default CCSIDs) N Y N

pkgdftcst (package default character subtype),
limited to the following subset:

CSTSYDFT

CSCTBITS

CSTSBCS

CSTMBCS

N

N

N

N

Y

I

I

I

N

pkgisolvl (package isolation level), limited to the
following subset:

ISOLVLRR

ISOLVLALL

ISOLVLCS

ISOLVLCHG

ISOLVLNC

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

pkgnamct (package name and consistency token) Y Y Y

pkgownid (package owner identifier) Y Y N

pkgrplopt (package replacement option) Y Y N

pkgrplvrs (replaced package version name) Y Y Y

prpsttkp (prepared statement keep) N Y N

qryblkctl (query block protocol control) Y Y N

rdbnam (RDB name, as in ACCRDB) N Y N

rdbrlsopt (RDB release option) Y Y N

sttdatfmt (statement date format) Y Y N

sttdecdel (statement decimal delimiter) Y Y N
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Table 10. BGNBND command instance variables (continued)

BGNBND command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

sttstrdel (statement string delimiter) Y Y N

stttimfmt (statement time format) Y Y N

title (brief description of package) N I N

vrsnam (package version name) Y Y N

Command data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it issues the command if a value exists. (Values
might not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes this information, if
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 11. BGNBND command data object

BGNBND command data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

bndopt (bind option) See Table 12 Y N

The following table lists the generic bind options that DB2 sends and receives.
Values are shown in parentheses.

Table 12. Generic bind options

Bind options

Supported by
DB2
requester?

Supported by
DB2 server?

DBPROTOCOL(DRDA | PRIVATE) 2 Y Y

DEFER(PREPARE) 2 Y Y

NODEFER(PREPARE) 2 Y Y

ENCODING(ASCII | EBCDIC | UNICODE | ccsid) 2 Y Y
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Table 12. Generic bind options (continued)

Bind options

Supported by
DB2
requester?

Supported by
DB2 server?

FUNCPATH(’schema-name’) N Y

IMMEDWRITE(NO | YES | PH1) 2 Y Y

KEEPDYNAMIC(NO | YES) 2 N Y

LANGUAGE(COBOL | COBOL2 | IBMCOBOL) 1 Y Y

MINDIVSCALE(’number-char’) Y Y

OPTHINT(’hint-id’) 2 Y Y

PATH(’schema-name’) 2 Y Y

PATHDEFAULT 2 Y Y

PRECOMPCCSID(’number-string’) 1 Y Y

REOPT(NONE | ONCE | ALWAYS | VARS | AUTO) 2 Y Y

NOREOPT(VARS) 2 Y Y

ROUNDING (FLOOR | HALFDOWN | CEILING |
HALFEVEN | HALFUP | UP)

Y Y

DEPLOY ’collection-id.package-id’ Y Y

Notes:

1. These options flow only between z/OS requesters and z/OS servers.

2. See DB2 Command Reference for complete information about these bind options.

Reply data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the object if it is
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 rejects
this information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it sends a reply if a value exists. (Values might
not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it sends a reply.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.
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Table 13. BGNBND reply data objects

BGNBND reply data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

mgrlvlovr (manager level overrides) Y N N

sqlcard (SQLCA reply data) Y Y Y

typdefnam (data type definition name) Y N N

typdefovr (data type definition override) Y N N

Reply messages

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the information if it
is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
rejects the information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and thatDB2 provides a
value for the variable each time it sends a reply if a value exists.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 never
provides a value for the variable when it sends a reply.

v In the “Required?” column;

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 14. Instance variables of the RDBUPDRM reply message

RDBUPDRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

rdbnam (RDB name) Y Y Y

svrcod (severity code) Y Y Y

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) Y Y Y

unpupd (unprotected update) Y N N

Related information

“Error situations with DDM commands” on page 13

BNDCPY command
The BNDCPY (copy an existing RDB package) command requests that the target
server copies an existing package to another RDB server or to another RDB
collection in the same server.

The requester does not send the BNDCPY command. This command returns
extended diagnostic information regardless of the diaglvl setting that is established.
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Command parameters

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and that DB2 provides a
value for the instance variable if a value exists. (Values might not exist
for optional variables.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
never provides this information when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the instance variable is not applicable because
DB2 never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the instance
variable if it is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

I Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 ignores this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 15. BNDCPY command instance variables

BNDCPY command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

bndchkexs (bind existing checking) N/A Y N

bndcrtctl (bind package creation control) N/A Y N

bndexpopt (bind explain option) N/A Y N

decprc (decimal precision) N/A Y N

dftrdbcol (default RDB collection ID) N/A Y N

dgrioprl (degree of I/O parallelism) N/A Y N

pkgathopt (package authorization option) N/A Y N

pkgathrul (package authorization rules) N/A Y N

pkgdftcc (package default CCSIDs for a column) N/A Y N

pkgdftcst (package default character subtype) N/A Y N

pkgisolvl (package isolation level) N/A Y N

pkgnam (package name) N/A Y Y

pkgownid (package owner identifier) N/A Y N

pkgrplopt (package replacement option) N/A Y N

pkgrplvrs (replaced package version name) N/A Y N

prpsttkp (prepared statement keep) N/A Y N

qryblkctl (query block protocol control) N/A Y N

rdbnam (relational database name) N/A Y N

rdbrlsopt (RDB release option) N/A Y N
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Table 15. BNDCPY command instance variables (continued)

BNDCPY command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

rdbsrccolid (source collection identifier) N/A Y Y

sttdatfmt (statement date format) N/A Y N

sttdecdel (statement decimal delimiter) N/A Y N

sttstrdel (statement string delimiter) N/A Y N

stttimfmt (statement time format) N/A Y N

title (brief description of package) N/A Y N

vrsnam (version name) N/A Y N

Command data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it issues the command if a value exists. (Values
might not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes this information, if
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 16. BNDCPY command data object

BNDCPY command data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

bndopt (bind option) See Table 17 Y N

The following table lists the generic bind options that DB2 sends and receives.
Values are shown in parentheses.

Table 17. Generic bind options

Bind options
Supported by
DB2 requester?

Supported by
DB2 server?

DBPROTOCOL(DRDA | PRIVATE) 2 Y Y

DEFER(PREPARE) 2 Y Y
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Table 17. Generic bind options (continued)

Bind options
Supported by
DB2 requester?

Supported by
DB2 server?

NODEFER(PREPARE) 2 Y Y

ENCODING(ASCII | EBCDIC | UNICODE | ccsid) 2 Y Y

FUNCPATH(’schema-name’) N Y

IMMEDWRITE(NO | YES | PH1) 2 Y Y

KEEPDYNAMIC(NO | YES) 2 N Y

LANGUAGE(COBOL | COBOL2 | IBMCOBOL) 1 Y Y

MINDIVSCALE(’number-char’) Y Y

OPTHINT(’hint-id’) 2 Y Y

PATH(’schema-name’) 2 Y Y

PATHDEFAULT 2 Y Y

PRECOMPCCSID(’number-string’) 1 Y Y

REOPT(VARS) 2 Y Y

NOREOPT(VARS) 2 Y Y

Notes:

1. These options flow only between z/OS requesters and z/OS servers.

2. See DB2 Command Reference for complete information about these bind options.

Reply data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the object if it is
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 rejects
this information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it sends a reply if a value exists. (Values might
not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it sends a reply.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.
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Table 18. BNDCPY reply data objects

BNDCPY reply data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

mgrlvlovr (manager level overrides) N/A N N

sqlcard (SQLCA reply data) N/A Y Y

typdefnam (data type definition name) N/A N N

typdefovr (data type definition override) N/A N N

Reply messages

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the information if it
is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
rejects the information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and thatDB2 provides a
value for the variable each time it sends a reply if a value exists.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 never
provides a value for the variable when it sends a reply.

v In the “Required?” column;

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 19. Instance variables of the RDBUPDRM reply message

RDBUPDRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

rdbnam (RDB name) N/A Y Y

svrcod (severity code) N/A Y Y

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) N/A Y Y

unpupd (unprotected update) Y N N

Related information

“Error situations with DDM commands” on page 13

BNDDPLY command
The BNDDPLY (deploy an existing RDB package) command requests that the
target server deploys an existing package to another RDB server or to another RDB
collection in the same server.

The requester does not send BNDDPLY command. This command returns
extended diagnostic information regardless of the diaglvl setting that is established.
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Command parameters

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and that DB2 provides a
value for the instance variable if a value exists. (Values might not exist
for optional variables.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
never provides this information when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the instance variable is not applicable because
DB2 never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the instance
variable if it is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

I Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 ignores this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 20. BNDDPLY command instance variables

BNDDPLY command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

dftrdbcol (default RDB collection ID) N/A Y N

pkgnam (package name) N/A Y Y

pkgownid (package owner identifier) N/A Y N

pkgrplopt (package replacement option) N/A Y N

pkgrplvrs (replaced package version name) N/A Y N

rdbnam (relational database name) N/A Y N

rdbsrccolid (source collection identifier) N/A Y Y

vrsnam (version name) N/A Y Y

Command data objects

DRDA defines no command data objects for the BNDDPLY command.

Reply data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the object if it is
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 rejects
this information if it is received.
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N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it sends a reply if a value exists. (Values might
not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it sends a reply.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 21. BNDDPLY reply data objects

BNDDPLY reply data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

mgrlvlovr (manager level overrides) N/A N N

sqlcard (SQLCA reply data) N/A Y Y

typdefnam (data type definition name) N/A N N

typdefovr (data type definition override) N/A N N

Reply messages

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the information if it
is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
rejects the information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and thatDB2 provides a
value for the variable each time it sends a reply if a value exists.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 never
provides a value for the variable when it sends a reply.

v In the “Required?” column;

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.
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Table 22. Instance variables of the RDBUPDRM reply message

RDBUPDRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

rdbnam (RDB name) N/A Y Y

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) N/A Y Y

svrcod (severity code) N/A Y Y

unpupd (unprotected update) Y N N

BNDSQLSTT command
The BNDSQLSTT (bind SQL statement) command binds an SQL statement to a
relational database (RDB) package.

Command parameters

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and that DB2 provides a
value for the instance variable if a value exists. (Values might not exist
for optional variables.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
never provides this information when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the instance variable is not applicable because
DB2 never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the instance
variable if it is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

I Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 ignores this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 23. BNDSQLSTT command instance variables

BNDSQLSTT command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

bndsttasm (bind SQL statement assumptions) Y Y N

pkgnamcsn (package name, consistency token,
and section number)

Y Y N

pkgsn (RDB package section number) N N N

rdbnam (RDB name, as in ACCRDB) N Y N

sqlsttnbr (SQL statement number) Y Y N
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Command data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it issues the command if a value exists. (Values
might not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes this information, if
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 24. BNDSQLSTT command data objects

BNDSQLSTT command data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

sectknovr (sectkn overrides) 1 Y Y N

sqlstt (SQL statement to bind) Y Y Y

sqlsttvrb (SQL statement variable descriptions) Y Y N

typdefnam (data type definition name) N Y N

typdefovr (data type definition override) Y Y N

Note:

1. sectknovr must precede sqlstt. sectknovr is supported only when intermediate server
processing (hopping) is involved.

Reply data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the object if it is
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 rejects
this information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:
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Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it sends a reply if a value exists. (Values might
not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it sends a reply.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 25. BNDSQLSTT reply data objects

BNDSQLSTT reply data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

mgrlvlovr (manager level overrides) Y N N

sqlcard (SQLCA reply data) Y Y Y

typdefnam (data type definition name) Y N N

typdefovr (data type definition override) Y N N

Reply messages

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the information if it
is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
rejects the information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and thatDB2 provides a
value for the variable each time it sends a reply if a value exists.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 never
provides a value for the variable when it sends a reply.

v In the “Required?” column;

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 26. Instance variables of the RDBUPDRM reply message

RDBUPDRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

rdbnam (RDB name) Y Y Y

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) Y Y Y
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Table 26. Instance variables of the RDBUPDRM reply message (continued)

RDBUPDRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

svrcod (severity code) Y Y Y

unpupd (unprotected update) Y N N

Related information

“Error situations with DDM commands” on page 13
“Format of sqlstt data” on page 3

CLSQRY command
The CLSQRY (close query) command closes a query that was previously opened by
an OPNQRY command.

Command parameters

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and that DB2 provides a
value for the instance variable if a value exists. (Values might not exist
for optional variables.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
never provides this information when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the instance variable is not applicable because
DB2 never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the instance
variable if it is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

I Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 ignores this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 27. CLSQRY command instance variables

CLSQRY command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

cmdsrcid (command source identifier) Y Y N

monitor (monitor events) N Y N

pkgnamcsn (package name, consistency token,
and section number)

Y Y N

pkgsn (RDB package section number) N N N

qryclsrls (query close lock release) N Y N
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Table 27. CLSQRY command instance variables (continued)

CLSQRY command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

qryinsid (query instance identifier) Y Y Y

rdbnam (RDB name, as in ACCRDB) N Y N

Command data objects

DRDA defines no command data objects for the CLSQRY command.

Reply data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the object if it is
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 rejects
this information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it sends a reply if a value exists. (Values might
not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it sends a reply.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 28. CLSQRY reply data objects

CLSQRY reply data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

mgrlvlovr (manager level overrides) Y Y N

monitorrd (monitor reply data) N Y N

sqlcard (SQLCA reply data) Y Y Y

typdefnam (data type definition name) Y Y N

typdefovr (data type definition override) Y Y N
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Reply messages

Normal processing of the CLSQRY command results in no DDM reply messages.
Related concepts

“Support for monitoring” on page 12
Related information

“Error situations with DDM commands” on page 13

CNTQRY command
The CNTQRY (continue query) command resumes a query or resumes the return
of result set data that was interrupted.

Command parameters

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and that DB2 provides a
value for the instance variable if a value exists. (Values might not exist
for optional variables.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
never provides this information when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the instance variable is not applicable because
DB2 never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the instance
variable if it is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

I Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 ignores this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 29. CNTQRY command instance variables

CNTQRY command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

cmdsrcid (command source identifier) Y Y N

freprvref (free previously returned progressive
references)

N Y N

maxblkext (maximum number of additional
query blocks)

Y Y N

monitor (monitor events) N Y N

pkgnamcsn (RDB package name, consistency
token, and section number)

Y Y N

pkgsn (RDB package section number) N N N
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Table 29. CNTQRY command instance variables (continued)

CNTQRY command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

qryblkrst (query block reset) Y Y N

qryblksz (query block size) Y Y Y

qryinsid (query instance identifier) Y Y Y

qryrownbr (query row number) Y Y N 2

qryrowset (query row set size) Y Y N 2

qryrowsns (query row sensitivity) Y Y N

qryrtndta (query returns data) Y Y N

qryscrorn (query scroll orientation) Y Y N

rdbnam (RDB name, as in ACCRDB) N Y N

rtnextdta (return of extdta option), limited to
the following subset:

RTNEXTROW (return EXTDTAs by row)

RTNEXTALL (return all EXTDTAs for qrydta
sent) 1

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Notes:
1. The requester supports RTNEXTALL for scrollable cursors only.
2. qryrownbr and qryrowset are required under some circumstances. Refer to The Open

Group DRDA specification for complete details.

Command data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it issues the command if a value exists. (Values
might not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes this information, if
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.
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Table 30. CNTQRY command data object

CNTQRY command data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

outovr (output override descriptor) Y Y N

Reply data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the object if it is
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 rejects
this information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it sends a reply if a value exists. (Values might
not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it sends a reply.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 31. CNTQRY reply data objects

CNTQRY reply data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

extdta (externalized FD:OCA data) Y Y N

mgrlvlovr (manager level overrides) Y Y N

monitorrd (monitor reply data) N Y N

qrydta (query answer set data) Y Y N

sectknovr (sectkn overrides) 1 Y Y N

sqlcard (SQLCA reply data) Y Y N

typdefnam (data type definition name) Y Y N

typdefovr (data type definition override) Y Y N

Note:

1. sectknovr must precede qrydta. sectknovr is supported only when intermediate server
processing (hopping) is involved.
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Reply messages

The CNTQRY command can return a number of reply messages.

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the information if it
is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
rejects the information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and thatDB2 provides a
value for the variable each time it sends a reply if a value exists.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 never
provides a value for the variable when it sends a reply.

v In the “Required?” column;

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

ENDQRYRM

The ENDQRYRM (end of query condition) reply message has the following
instance variables.

Table 32. Instance variables of the ENDQRYRM reply message

ENDQRYRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

rdbnam (RDB name) Y Y N

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) Y Y Y

svrcod (severity code) Y Y Y

RDBUPDRM

The RDBUPDRM (RDB update) reply message has the following instance variables.

Table 33. Instance variables of the RDBUPDRM reply message

RDBUPDRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

rdbnam (RDB name) Y Y Y

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) Y Y Y

svrcod (severity code) Y Y Y

unpupd (unprotected update) Y N N
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Related concepts

“Support for monitoring” on page 12
“Support for query block options” on page 12
Related information

“Error situations with DDM commands” on page 13

DRPPKG command
The DRPPKG (drop package) command drops the specified package from a
relational database (RDB).

When requested to drop packages using wildcard specifications, the DRPPKG
command returns extended diagnostic information regardless of the diaglvl setting
that is established at connect time.

Command parameters

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and that DB2 provides a
value for the instance variable if a value exists. (Values might not exist
for optional variables.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
never provides this information when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the instance variable is not applicable because
DB2 never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the instance
variable if it is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

I Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 ignores this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 34. DRPPKG command instance variables

DRPPKG command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

pkgid (RDB package identifier) N Y N

pkgidany (any package name)See note 1 N Y N

pkgnam (package grouping name and identifier) Y Y N

rdbcolid (RDB collection identifier) N Y N

rdbcolidany (any RDB version name)See note 1 N Y N

rdbnam (RDB name, as in ACCRDB) N Y N

vrsnam (version name) Y Y N
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Table 34. DRPPKG command instance variables (continued)

DRPPKG command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

vrsnamany (any version name)See note 1 N Y N

Note:

1. Represent the parts of the fully-qualified package specification that you can apply
wildcard on such that multiple packages qualify to be dropped.

Command data objects

DRDA defines no command data objects for the DRPPKG command.

Reply data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the object if it is
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 rejects
this information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it sends a reply if a value exists. (Values might
not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it sends a reply.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 35. DRPPKG reply data objects

DRPPKG reply data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

mgrlvlovr (manager level overrides) Y N N

sqlcard (SQLCA reply data) Y Y Y

typdefnam (data type definition name) Y N N

typdefovr (data type definition override) Y N N
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Reply messages

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the information if it
is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
rejects the information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and thatDB2 provides a
value for the variable each time it sends a reply if a value exists.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 never
provides a value for the variable when it sends a reply.

v In the “Required?” column;

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 36. RDBUPDRM reply message instance variables

RDBUPDRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

rdbnam (RDB name) Y Y Y

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) Y Y Y

svrcod (severity code) Y Y Y

unpupd (unprotected update) Y N N

Related information

“Error situations with DDM commands” on page 13

DSCRDBTBL command
The DSCRDBTBL (describe relational database table) command requests that a
description of the specified table (named in the sqltblnam command data object) be
returned.

DB2 only sends the DSCRDBTBL command when it is acting as a server and then,
only when it is propagating an interrupt RDB request to a downstream hop server.
(A hop server is a server that acts as a requester to another server.)

Command parameters

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and that DB2 provides a
value for the instance variable if a value exists. (Values might not exist
for optional variables.)
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N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
never provides this information when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the instance variable is not applicable because
DB2 never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the instance
variable if it is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

I Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 ignores this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 37. DSCRDBTBL command instance variables

DSCRDBTBL command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

monitor (monitor events) N Y N

rdbnam (RDB name, as in ACCRDB) Y Y N

typsqlda (type of SQL descriptor area) Y Y N

Command data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it issues the command if a value exists. (Values
might not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes this information, if
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.
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Table 38. DSCRDBTBL command data objects

DSCRDBTBL command data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

sqltblnam (SQL table name) Y Y Y

typdefnam (data type definition name) N Y N

typdefovr (data type definition override) Y Y N

Reply data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the object if it is
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 rejects
this information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it sends a reply if a value exists. (Values might
not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it sends a reply.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 39. DSCRDBTBL reply data objects

DSCRDBTBL reply data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

mgrlvlovr (manager level overrides) Y N Y

monitorrd (monitor reply data) N Y N

sectknovr (sectkn overrides) 1 Y Y N

sqlcard (SQLCA reply data) Y Y N

sqldard (SQLDA reply data) Y Y Y

typdefnam (data type definition name) Y N N

typdefovr (data type definition override) Y N N

Note:

1. sectknovr must precede sqldard. sectknovr is supported only when intermediate server
processing (hopping) is involved.
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Reply messages

Normal processing of the DSCRDBTBL command results in no DDM reply
messages.
Related concepts

“Support for monitoring” on page 12
Related information

“Error situations with DDM commands” on page 13

DSCSQLSTT command
The DSCSQLSTT (describe SQL statement) command returns the column
definitions of the result table of a prepared or bound statement in addition to the
names and labels of those columns.

DB2 sends a DSCSQLSTT command only when executing the SQL DESCRIBE
INPUT statement.

Command parameters

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and that DB2 provides a
value for the instance variable if a value exists. (Values might not exist
for optional variables.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
never provides this information when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the instance variable is not applicable because
DB2 never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the instance
variable if it is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

I Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 ignores this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 40. DSCSQLSTT command instance variables

DSCSQLSTT command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

cmdsrcid (command source identifier) Y Y N

monitor (monitor events) N Y N

pkgnamcsn (package name, consistency token,
and section number)

Y Y N

pkgsn (RDB package section number) N N N
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Table 40. DSCSQLSTT command instance variables (continued)

DSCSQLSTT command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

qryinsid (query instance identifier) Y Y N

rdbnam (RDB name, as in ACCRDB) N Y N

typsqlda (type of descriptor to return), limited
to the following subset:

0 (return output SQLDA, default)

1 (return input SQLDA)

N

Y

Y

Y

N

Command data objects

DRDA defines no command data objects for the DSCSQLSTT command.

Reply data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the object if it is
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 rejects
this information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it sends a reply if a value exists. (Values might
not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it sends a reply.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 41. DSCSQLSTT reply data objects

DSCSQLSTT reply data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

mgrlvlovr (manager level overrides) Y Y N

monitorrd (monitor reply data) N Y N

sectknovr (sectkn overrides) 1 Y Y N

sqlcard (SQLCA reply data) Y Y N
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Table 41. DSCSQLSTT reply data objects (continued)

DSCSQLSTT reply data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

sqldard (SQLDA reply data) Y Y Y

typdefnam (data type definition name) Y Y N

typdefovr (data type definition override) Y Y N

Note:

1. sectknovr must precede sqldard. sectknovr is supported only when intermediate server
processing (hopping) is involved.

Reply messages

Normal processing of the DSCSQLSTT command results in no DDM reply
messages.
Related concepts

“Support for monitoring” on page 12
Related information

“Error situations with DDM commands” on page 13

ENDBND command
The ENDBND (end bind) command terminates the process of binding a package to
a relational database (RDB).

This command indicates that no more bind commands are to be sent; the package
is now complete.

Command parameters

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and that DB2 provides a
value for the instance variable if a value exists. (Values might not exist
for optional variables.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
never provides this information when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the instance variable is not applicable because
DB2 never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the instance
variable if it is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

I Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 ignores this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the instance variable is required.
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N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 42. ENDBND command instance variables

ENDBND command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

maxsctnbr (maximum section number) Y Y N

pkgnamct (package name and consistency
token)

Y Y Y

rdbnam (RDB name, as in ACCRDB) N Y N

Command data objects

DRDA defines no command data objects for the ENDBND command.

Reply data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the object if it is
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 rejects
this information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it sends a reply if a value exists. (Values might
not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it sends a reply.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 43. ENDBND reply data objects

ENDBND reply data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

mgrlvlovr (manager level overrides) Y N N

sqlcard (SQLCA reply data) Y Y Y

typdefnam (data type definition name) Y N N

typdefovr (data type definition override) Y N N
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Reply messages

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the information if it
is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
rejects the information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and thatDB2 provides a
value for the variable each time it sends a reply if a value exists.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 never
provides a value for the variable when it sends a reply.

v In the “Required?” column;

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 44. Instance variables of the RDBUPDRM reply message

RDBUPDRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

rdbnam (RDB name) Y Y Y

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) Y Y Y

svrcod (severity code) Y Y Y

unpupd (unprotected update) Y N N

Related information

“Error situations with DDM commands” on page 13

EXCSAT command
The EXCSAT (exchange server attributes) command is the first DDM command
that is sent from a requester to a server. Using this command, the requester
communicates the minimum level of support that it requires from the server.

Command parameters

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and that DB2 provides a
value for the instance variable if a value exists. (Values might not exist
for optional variables.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
never provides this information when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the instance variable is not applicable because
DB2 never sends the command.
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v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the instance
variable if it is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

I Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 ignores this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 45. EXCSAT command instance variables

EXCSAT command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

extnam (external name) Y Y N

mgrlvlls (manager level list) Y Y N

spvnam (supervisor name) N N N

srvclsnm (server class name) Y Y N

srvnam (server name) Y Y N

srvrlslv (server release level) Y Y N

Command data objects

DRDA defines no command data objects for the EXCSAT command.

Reply data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the object if it is
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 rejects
this information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it sends a reply if a value exists. (Values might
not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it sends a reply.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Required?” column:
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Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 46. Instance variables of the EXCSATRD reply data object

EXCSATRD reply data object instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

extnam (external name) Y Y N

mgrlvlls (manager level list) Y Y N

srvclsnm (server class name) Y Y N

srvnam (server name) Y Y N

srvrlslv (server release level) Y Y N

Reply messages

Normal processing of the EXCSAT command results in no DDM reply messages.
Related information

“Error situations with DDM commands” on page 13

EXCSQLGET command
The EXCSQLGET (execute SQL get) command retrieves the current value of the
special register that is identified by the SQL object name.

EXCSQLGET is a private command that is intended for use only by DB2 for z/OS
systems. As a server, DB2 accepts and processes this command from a DB2 for
z/OS requester only. As a requester, DB2 sends this command only when the
server is a DB2 for z/OS server.

Command parameters

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and that DB2 provides a
value for the instance variable if a value exists. (Values might not exist
for optional variables.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
never provides this information when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the instance variable is not applicable because
DB2 never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the instance
variable if it is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

I Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 ignores this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:
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Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 47. EXCSQLGET command instance variables

EXCSQLGET command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

monitor (monitor events) N Y N

rdbnam (RDB name) Y Y Y

Command data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it issues the command if a value exists. (Values
might not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes this information, if
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 48. EXCSQLGET command data objects

EXCSQLGET command data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

sqlobknam (SQL object name) Y Y Y

typdefnam (data type definition name) N Y N

typdefovr (data type definition override) Y Y N

Reply data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the object if it is
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 rejects
this information if it is received.
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N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it sends a reply if a value exists. (Values might
not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it sends a reply.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 49. EXCSQLGET reply data objects

EXCSQLGET reply data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

monitorrd (monitor reply data) N Y N

sectknovr (sectkn overrides) 1 Y Y N

sqlcard (SQLCA reply data) Y Y N

sqldtard (SQL data reply data) Y Y N

typdefnam (data type definition name) Y N N

typdefovr (data type definition override) Y N N

Note:

1. sectknovr must precede sqldtard. sectknovr is supported only when intermediate server
processing (hopping) is involved.

Reply messages

Normal processing of the EXCSQLGET command results in no DDM reply
messages.
Related information

“Error situations with DDM commands” on page 13

EXCSQLIMM command
The EXCSQLIMM (execute immediate SQL statement) command executes the
single SQL statement that is sent as command data.

Command parameters

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and that DB2 provides a
value for the instance variable if a value exists. (Values might not exist
for optional variables.)
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N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
never provides this information when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the instance variable is not applicable because
DB2 never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the instance
variable if it is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

I Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 ignores this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 50. EXCSQLIMM command instance variables

EXCSQLIMM command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

cmdsrcid (command source identifier) Y Y N

monitor (monitor events) N Y N

pkgnamcsn (package name, consistency token,
and section number)

Y Y N

pkgsn (RDB package section number) N N N

qryinsid (query instance identifier) Y Y N

rdbnam (RDB name, as in ACCRDB) N Y N

Command data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it issues the command if a value exists. (Values
might not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes this information, if
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.
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Table 51. EXCSQLIMM command data objects

EXCSQLIMM command data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

sectknovr (sectkn overrides) 1 Y Y N

sqlstt (SQL statement) Y Y Y

typdefnam (data type definition name) N Y N

typdefovr (data type definition override) Y Y N

Note:

1. sectknovr must precede sqlstt. sectknovr is supported only when intermediate server
processing (hopping) is involved.

Reply data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the object if it is
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 rejects
this information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it sends a reply if a value exists. (Values might
not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it sends a reply.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 52. EXCSQLIMM reply data objects

EXCSQLIMM reply data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

mgrlvlovr (manager level overrides) Y Y N

monitorrd (monitor reply data) N Y N

sqlcard (SQLCA reply data) Y Y Y

typdefnam (data type definition name) Y Y N

typdefovr (data type definition override) Y Y N
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Reply messages

The EXCSQLIMM command returns a number of reply messages.

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the information if it
is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
rejects the information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and thatDB2 provides a
value for the variable each time it sends a reply if a value exists.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 never
provides a value for the variable when it sends a reply.

v In the “Required?” column;

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

CMMRQSRM

The CMMRQSRM (commitment request) reply message has the following instance
variables.

Table 53. Instance variables of the CMMRQSRM reply message

CMMRQSRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

cmmtyp (commitment request type) Y Y Y

rdbnam (RDB name) Y Y Y

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) Y Y Y

svrcod (severity code) Y Y Y

ENDUOWRM

The ENDUOWRM (end unit of work condition) reply message has the following
instance variables.

Table 54. Instance variables of the ENDUOWRM reply message

ENDUOWRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

rdbnam (RDB name) Y Y N

rlsconv (release connection) N Y N

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) Y Y Y

svrcod (severity code) Y Y Y
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Table 54. Instance variables of the ENDUOWRM reply message (continued)

ENDUOWRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

uowdsp (unit of work disposition) Y Y Y

RDBUPDRM

The RDBUPDRM (RDB update) reply message has the following instance variables.

Table 55. Instance variables of the RDBUPDRM reply message

RDBUPDRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

rdbnam (RDB name) Y Y Y

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) Y Y Y

svrcod (severity code) Y Y Y

unpupd (unprotected update) Y N N

Related concepts

“Support for monitoring” on page 12
Related information

“Error situations with DDM commands” on page 13
“Format of sqlstt data” on page 3

EXCSQLSET command
The EXCSQLSET (execute SQL set) command executes one or more SET statements
to establish the application environment.

Command parameters

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and that DB2 provides a
value for the instance variable if a value exists. (Values might not exist
for optional variables.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
never provides this information when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the instance variable is not applicable because
DB2 never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the instance
variable if it is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

I Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 ignores this
information if it is received.
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v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 56. EXCSQLSET command instance variables

EXCSQLSET command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

monitor (monitor events) N Y N

pkgnamct (RDB package name and consistency
token)

Y Y N

rdbnam (RDB name, as in ACCRDB) N Y Y

Command data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it issues the command if a value exists. (Values
might not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes this information, if
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 57. EXCSQLSET command data objects

EXCSQLSET command data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

sectknovr (sectkn overrides) 1 Y Y N

sqlstt (SQL statement) Y Y Y

typdefnam (data type definition name) N Y N

typdefovr (data type definition override) Y Y N

Note:

1. sectknovr must precede sqlstt. sectknovr is supported only when intermediate server
processing (hopping) is involved.
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Reply data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the object if it is
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 rejects
this information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it sends a reply if a value exists. (Values might
not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it sends a reply.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 58. EXCSQLSET reply data objects

EXCSQLSET reply data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

mgrlvlovr (manager level overrides) Y N N

monitorrd (monitor reply data) N Y N

sqlcard (SQLCA reply data) Y Y Y

typdefnam (data type definition name) Y N N

typdefovr (data type definition override) Y N N

Reply messages

Normal processing of the EXCSQLSET command results in no DDM reply
messages.
Related concepts

Chapter 1, “Accounting for distributed data,” on page 1
Related information

“Error situations with DDM commands” on page 13
“Format of sqlstt data” on page 3

EXCSQLSTT command
The EXCSQLSTT (execute SQL statement) command executes a previously bound
SQL statement.
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Command parameters

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and that DB2 provides a
value for the instance variable if a value exists. (Values might not exist
for optional variables.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
never provides this information when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the instance variable is not applicable because
DB2 never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the instance
variable if it is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

I Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 ignores this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 59. EXCSQLSTT command instance variables

EXCSQLSTT command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

cmdsrcid (command source identifier) Y Y N

dyndtafmt (dynamic data format) N Y N

maxblkext (maximum number of additional
query blocks)

Y Y N

maxrslcnt (maximum number of result sets) Y Y N

meddtasz (maximum size of medium data) N Y N

monitor (monitor events) N Y N

outexp (output expected) Y Y N

outovropt (output override option), limited to
the following subset:

OUTOVRFRS (override allowed on first
CNTQRY)

OUTOVRANY (override allowed on any
CNTQRY)

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

rdbnam (RDB name, as in ACCRDB) N Y N

pkgnamcsn (package name, consistency token,
and section number)

Y Y N

pkgsn (RDB package section number) N N N

prcnam (stored procedure name) Y Y N

qryblksz (query block size) Y Y Y
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Table 59. EXCSQLSTT command instance variables (continued)

EXCSQLSTT command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

qryextdtasz (query externalized data size) N Y N

qryinsid (query instance identifier) Y Y N

qryrowset (query row set size) Y Y N

rdbcmtok (RDB commit by application server
allowed)

N Y N

rslsetflg (result set flags) Y Y N

smldtasz (maximum size of small data) N Y N

typsqlda (type of SQL descriptor to return) N Y N

Command data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it issues the command if a value exists. (Values
might not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes this information, if
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 60. EXCSQLSTT command data objects

EXCSQLSTT command data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

extdta (externalized FD:OCA data) Y Y N

outovr (output override descriptor) Y Y N

prcnam (stored procedure name) Y Y N

sectknovr (sectkn overrides) 1 Y Y N

sqldta (SQL program variable data) Y Y N

typdefnam (data type definition name) N Y N

typdefovr (data type definition override) Y Y N
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Table 60. EXCSQLSTT command data objects (continued)

EXCSQLSTT command data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

Note:

1. sectknovr must precede the first encrypted command data object. sectknovr is supported
only when intermediate server processing (hopping) is involved.

Reply data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the object if it is
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 rejects
this information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it sends a reply if a value exists. (Values might
not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it sends a reply.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 61. EXCSQLSTT reply data objects

EXCSQLSTT reply data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

extdta (externalized FD:OCA data) Y Y N

monitorrd (monitor reply data) N Y N

mgrlvlovr (manager level overrides) Y Y N

qrydsc (query answer set description) Y Y N

qrydta (query answer set data) Y Y N

sectknovr (sectkn overrides) 1 Y Y N

sqlcard (SQLCA reply data) Y Y N

sqlcinrd (SQL result set column information
reply data)

Y Y N

sqldtard (SQL data reply data) Y Y N
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Table 61. EXCSQLSTT reply data objects (continued)

EXCSQLSTT reply data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

sqlrslrd (SQL result set reply data) Y Y N

typdefnam (data type definition name) Y Y N

typdefovr (data type definition override) Y Y N

Note:
1. sectknovr must precede the first encrypted reply data object. sectknovr is supported only

when intermediate server processing (hopping) is involved.

Reply messages

The EXCSQLSTT command returns a number of reply messages.

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the information if it
is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
rejects the information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and thatDB2 provides a
value for the variable each time it sends a reply if a value exists.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 never
provides a value for the variable when it sends a reply.

v In the “Required?” column;

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

CMMRQSRM

The CMMRQSRM (commitment request) reply message has the following instance
variables.

Table 62. Instance variables of the CMMRQSRM reply message

CMMRQSRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

cmmtyp (commitment request type) Y Y Y

rdbnam (RDB name) Y Y Y

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) Y Y Y

svrcod (severity code) Y Y Y

ENDQRYRM
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The ENDQRYRM (end of query condition) reply message has the following
instance variables.

Table 63. Instance variables of the ENDQRYRM reply message

ENDQRYRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

rdbnam (RDB name) Y Y N

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) Y Y Y

svrcod (severity code) Y Y Y

ENDUOWRM

The ENDUOWRM (end unit of work condition) reply message has the following
instance variables.

Table 64. Instance variables of the ENDUOWRM reply message

ENDUOWRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

rdbnam (RDB name) Y Y N

rlsconv (release connection) N Y N

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) Y Y Y

svrcod (severity code) Y Y Y

uowdsp (unit of work disposition) Y Y Y

OPNQRYRM

The OPNQRYRM (open query completed) reply message has the following
instance variables.

Table 65. Instance variables of the OPNQRYRM reply message

OPNQRYRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

dyndtafmt (dynamic data format) Y Y N

qryattscr (query attribute for scrollability) Y Y N

qryattset (query attribute for row set) Y Y N

qryattsns (query attribute for sensitivity) Y Y N

qryattupd (query attribute for updatability) Y Y N

qryblkfct (query blocking factor) Y Y N

qryinsid (query instance identifier) Y Y Y

qryprctyp (query protocol type) Y Y Y

sqlcsrhld (hold cursor position) Y Y N

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) Y Y Y

svrcod (severity code) Y Y Y

RDBUPDRM
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The RDBUPDRM (RDB update) reply message has the following instance variables.

Table 66. Instance variables of the RDBUPDRM reply message

RDBUPDRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

rdbnam (RDB name) Y Y Y

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) Y Y Y

svrcod (severity code) Y Y Y

unpupd (unprotected update) Y N N

RSLSETRM

The RSLSETRM (RDB result set) reply message has the following instance
variables.

Table 67. Instance variables of the RSLSETRM reply message

RSLSETRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

pkgsnlst (package section list) Y Y N

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) Y Y Y

svrcod (severity code) Y Y Y

Related concepts

“Support for query block options” on page 12
Related information

“Error situations with DDM commands” on page 13

GETNXTCHK command
The GETNXTCHK (get next chunk) command returns the next chunk of data as an
EXTDTA object, according to the data reference and the requested length.

Command parameters

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and that DB2 provides a
value for the instance variable if a value exists. (Values might not exist
for optional variables.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
never provides this information when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the instance variable is not applicable because
DB2 never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the instance
variable if it is received.
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N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

I Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 ignores this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 68. GETNXTCHK command instance variables

GETNXTCHK command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

cmdsrcid (command source identifier) N/A Y N

frerefopt (free reference option) N/A Y N

getnxtlen (get next chunk request length) N/A Y N

getnxtref (get next chunk data reference) N/A Y Y

monitor (monitor events) N/A Y N

pkgnamcsn (RDB package name, consistency
token, and section number)

N/A Y N

pkgsn (RDB package section number) N/A Y N

qryinsid (query instance identifier) N/A Y Y

refrst (reference reset) N/A Y N

Command data objects

DRDA defines no command data objects for the GETNXTCHK command.

Reply data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the object if it is
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 rejects
this information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it sends a reply if a value exists. (Values might
not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it sends a reply.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.
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v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 69. GETNXTCHK reply data objects

GETNXTCHK reply data objects

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

extdta (externalized FD:OCA data) N/A Y N

monitorrd (monitor reply data) N/A Y N

sqlcard (SQL communications area reply data) N/A Y N

typdefnam (data type definition name) N/A Y N

typdefovr (typdef overrides) N/A Y N

Reply messages

The GETNXTCHK command returns a number of reply messages.

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the information if it
is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
rejects the information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and thatDB2 provides a
value for the variable each time it sends a reply if a value exists.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 never
provides a value for the variable when it sends a reply.

v In the “Required?” column;

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

ENDDTARM

The ENDDTARM (end of data) reply message has the following instance variables.

Table 70. Instance variables of the ENDDTARM reply message

ENDDTARM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

endref (end of progressive reference) Y Y N

lstchk (last chunk of data) Y Y N

rdbnam (RDB name) Y Y N

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) Y Y N
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Table 70. Instance variables of the ENDDTARM reply message (continued)

ENDDTARM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

svrcod (severity code) Y Y Y

ENDQRYRM

The ENDQRYRM (end of query condition) reply message has the following
instance variables.

Table 71. Instance variables of the ENDQRYRM reply message

ENDQRYRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

rdbnam (RDB name) Y Y N

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) Y Y Y

svrcod (severity code) Y Y Y

Related concepts

“Support for monitoring” on page 12
Related information

“Error situations with DDM commands” on page 13

INTRDBRQS command
The INTRDBRQS (interrupt relational database request) command allows a
requester to end a DDM command that is currently executing.

The requester must establish a connection on which to send the INTRDBRQS
command that is separate from the connection on which it sent the ACCRDB
command. A requester cannot send an INTRDBRQS command on the same
connection on which it sent the ACCRDB command. A requester can, however,
send multiple INTRDBRQS commands on the same connection. The requester uses
the values of the rdbinttkn instance variable that were received in the ACCRDBRM
reply messages of previous ACCRDB commands that it issued.

DB2 only sends the INTRDBRQS command only when it is acting as a server and
then, when it is propagating an interrupt RDB request to a downstream hop server.
(A hop server is a server that acts as a requester to another server.)

Command parameters

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and that DB2 provides a
value for the instance variable if a value exists. (Values might not exist
for optional variables.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
never provides this information when it issues the command.
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N/A Means that support for the instance variable is not applicable because
DB2 never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the instance
variable if it is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

I Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 ignores this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 72. INTRDBRQS command instance variables

INTRDBRQS command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

rdbinttkn (RDB interrupt token) Y Y Y

rdbnam (RDB name) Y Y N

Command data objects

DRDA defines no command data objects for the INTRDBRQS command.

Reply data objects

DRDA defines no reply data objects for the INTRDBRQS command.

Reply messages

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the information if it
is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
rejects the information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and thatDB2 provides a
value for the variable each time it sends a reply if a value exists.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 never
provides a value for the variable when it sends a reply.

v In the “Required?” column;

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.
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Table 73. Instance variables of the CMDCMPRM reply message

CMDCMPRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) Y Y N

svrcod (severity code) Y Y Y

Related information

“Error situations with DDM commands” on page 13

OPNQRY command
The OPNQRY (open query) command opens a query to the specified relational
database (RDB).

This command is sent as a result of an SQL OPEN statement. When the OPNQRY
command is chained to the PRPSQLSTT command, you can apply a resource limit
condition using the PRPSQLSTT command.

Command parameters

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and that DB2 provides a
value for the instance variable if a value exists. (Values might not exist
for optional variables.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
never provides this information when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the instance variable is not applicable because
DB2 never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the instance
variable if it is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

I Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 ignores this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 74. OPNQRY command instance variables

OPNQRY command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

cmdsrcid (command source identifier) Y Y N

dupqryok (duplicate query allowed) Y Y N

dyndtafmt (dynamic data format) N Y N
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Table 74. OPNQRY command instance variables (continued)

OPNQRY command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

maxblkext (maximum number of additional
query blocks)

Y Y N

meddtasz (maximum size of medium data) N Y N

monitor (monitor events) N Y N

outovropt (output override option), limited to
the following subset:

OUTOVRFRS (override allowed on first
CNTQRY)

OUTOVRANY (override allowed on any
CNTQRY)

OUTOVRNON (no output override allowed
on any CNTQRY)

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

N

pkgnamcsn (package name, consistency token,
and section number)

Y Y N

pkgsn (RDB package section number) N N N

qryblkctl (query block protocol control) N Y N

qryblksz (query block size) Y Y Y

qryclsimp (query close implicit) N Y N

qryclsrls (query close lock release) N Y N

qryextdtasz (query externalized data size) N Y N

qryrowset (query row set size) Y Y N

rdbnam (RDB name, as in ACCRDB) N Y N

smldtasz (maximum size of small data) N Y N

typsqlda (type of SQL descriptor to return) N Y N

Command data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it issues the command if a value exists. (Values
might not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes this information, if
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:
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Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 75. OPNQRY command data objects

OPNQRY command data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

extdta (externalized FD:OCA data) Y Y N

sectknovr (sectkn overrides) 1 Y Y N

sqldta (SQL program variable data) Y Y N

typdefnam (data type definition name) N Y N

typdefovr (data type definition override) N Y N

Note:

1. sectknovr must precede sqldta. sectknovr is supported only when intermediate server
processing (hopping) is involved.

Reply data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the object if it is
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 rejects
this information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it sends a reply if a value exists. (Values might
not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it sends a reply.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 76. OPNQRY reply data objects

OPNQRY reply data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

extdta (externalized FD:OCA data) Y Y N

mgrlvlovr (manager level overrides) Y Y N

monitorrd (monitor reply data) N Y N
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Table 76. OPNQRY reply data objects (continued)

OPNQRY reply data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

qrydsc (query answer set description) Y Y Y

qrydta (query answer set data) Y Y N

sectknovr (sectkn overrides) 1 Y Y N

sqlcard (SQLCA reply data) Y Y N

typdefnam (data type definition name) Y Y N

typdefovr (data type definition override) Y Y N

Note:

1. sectknovr must precede qrydta. sectknovr is supported only when intermediate server
processing (hopping) is involved.

Reply message

The OPNQRY command returns a number of reply messages.

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the information if it
is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
rejects the information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and thatDB2 provides a
value for the variable each time it sends a reply if a value exists.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 never
provides a value for the variable when it sends a reply.

v In the “Required?” column;

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

ENDQRYRM

The ENDQRYRM (end of query condition) reply message uses a number of
instance variables.

Table 77. Instance variables of the ENDQRYRM reply message

ENDQRYRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

rdbnam (RDB name) Y Y N

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) Y Y Y

svrcod (severity code) Y Y Y
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OPNQRYRM

The OPNQRYRM (open query completed) reply message uses a number of
instance variables.

Table 78. Instance variables of the OPNQRYRM reply message

OPNQRYRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

dyndtafmt (dynamic data format) Y Y N

qryattscr (query attribute for scrollability) Y Y N

qryattset (query row set attribute) Y Y N

qryattsns (query attribute for sensitivity) Y Y N

qryattupd (query attribute for updatability) Y Y N

qryblkfct (query blocking factor) Y Y N

qryinsid (query instance identifier) Y Y Y

qryprctyp (query protocol type) Y Y Y

sqlcsrhld (hold cursor position) Y Y N

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) Y Y Y

svrcod (severity code) Y Y Y

RDBUPDRM

The RDBUPDRM (RDB update) reply message uses a number of instance variables.

Table 79. Instance variables of the RDBUPDRM reply message

RDBUPDRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

rdbnam (RDB name) Y Y Y

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) Y Y Y

svrcod (severity code) Y Y Y

unpupd (unprotected update) Y N N

Related concepts

“Support for query block options” on page 12
“Support for monitoring” on page 12
Related reference

“PRPSQLSTT command”
Related information

“Error situations with DDM commands” on page 13

PRPSQLSTT command
The PRPSQLSTT (prepare SQL statement) command dynamically binds a single
SQL statement to a section number in an existing package in a relational database
(RDB).
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Command parameters

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and that DB2 provides a
value for the instance variable if a value exists. (Values might not exist
for optional variables.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
never provides this information when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the instance variable is not applicable because
DB2 never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the instance
variable if it is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

I Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 ignores this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 80. PRPSQLSTT command instance variables

PRPSQLSTT command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

cmdsrcid (command source identifier) Y Y N

monitor (monitor events) N Y N

pkgnamcsn (package name, consistency token,
and section number)

Y Y N

pkgsn (RDB package section number) N N N

rdbnam (RDB name, as in ACCRDB) N Y N

rtnsqlda (return SQL descriptor area) Y Y N

typsqlda (type of descriptor to return) N Y N

Command data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it issues the command if a value exists. (Values
might not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.
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v In the “Supported by DB2 server?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes this information, if
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 81. PRPSQLSTT command data objects

PRPSQLSTT command data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

sectknovr (sectkn overrides) 1 Y Y N

sqlattr (SQL statement attributes) Y Y N

sqlstt (SQL statement) Y Y Y

typdefnam (data type definition name) N Y N

typdefovr (data type definition override) Y Y N

Note:

1. sectknovr must precede sqlstt. sectknovr is supported only when intermediate server
processing (hopping) is involved.

Reply data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the object if it is
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 rejects
this information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it sends a reply if a value exists. (Values might
not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it sends a reply.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.
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Table 82. PRPSQLSTT reply data objects

PRPSQLSTT reply data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

mgrlvlovr (manager level overrides) Y Y N

monitorrd (monitor reply data) N Y N

sectknovr (sectkn overrides) 1 Y Y N

sqlcard (SQLCA reply data) Y Y N

sqldard (SQLDA reply data) Y Y N

typdefnam (data type definition name) Y Y N

typdefovr (data type definition override) Y Y N

Note:

1. sectknovr must precede sqldard. sectknovr is supported only when intermediate server
processing (hopping) is involved.

If the DB2 for z/OS predictive governing function is active, a PRPSQLSTT
command that is sent to a DB2 application server can receive an sqlcard or sqldard
with warning SQLSTATE 01616 (SQLCODE +495). This occurs due to a resource
limit condition that exists if the prepared section is used in a subsequent OPNQRY
command. If an OPNQRY command is chained to a PRPSQLSTT command that
receives warning SQLSTATE 01616, the chained OPNQRY receives an sqlcard with
error SQLSTATE 57057 (SQLCODE -30002). A requester that detects SQLSTATE
57057 can take one of the following actions:
v Send the OPNQRY command to the application server again to perform the

open. A DB2 requester takes this action.
v Send other commands to the server, deferring or omitting the OPNQRY

command.
v Take a conditional action, such as prompting the user, to determine whether to

send the OPNQRY command to the server again. An interactive DRDA
application can use this approach.

For additional information, see the descriptions of SQLCODEs +495 and -30002 in
DB2 Codes. For additional DRDA information, see the description of passing
warnings to the requester (WN rules) in Open Group Technical Standard, DRDA
Version 3 Vol. 1: Distributed Relational Database Architecture.

Reply messages

Normal processing of the PRPSQLSTT command results in no DDM reply
messages.
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Related concepts

“Support for monitoring” on page 12
Related reference

“OPNQRY command” on page 70
Related information

“Error situations with DDM commands” on page 13
“Format of sqlstt data” on page 3

RDBCMM command
The RDBCMM (relational database commit) command commits the current unit of
work (transaction).

Command parameters

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and that DB2 provides a
value for the instance variable if a value exists. (Values might not exist
for optional variables.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
never provides this information when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the instance variable is not applicable because
DB2 never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the instance
variable if it is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

I Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 ignores this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 83. RDBCMM command instance variable

RDBCMM command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

rdbnam (RDB name, as in ACCRDB) Y Y N

rlsconv (release connection) N Y N

Command data objects

DRDA defines no command data objects for the RDBCMM command.
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Reply data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the object if it is
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 rejects
this information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it sends a reply if a value exists. (Values might
not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it sends a reply.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 84. RDBCMM reply data objects

RDBCMM reply data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

mgrlvlovr (manager level overrides) Y N N

sqlcard (SQLCA reply data) Y Y Y

sqlstt (SQL statements) N Y N

typdefnam (data type definition name) Y N N

typdefovr (data type definition override) Y N N

Reply messages

The RDBCMM command returns a number of reply messages.

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the information if it
is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
rejects the information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:
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Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and thatDB2 provides a
value for the variable each time it sends a reply if a value exists.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 never
provides a value for the variable when it sends a reply.

v In the “Required?” column;

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

CMDVLTRM

The CMDVLTRM (command violation) reply message uses a number of instance
variables.

Table 85. Instance variables of the CMDVLTRM reply message

CMDVLTRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

rdbnam (RDB name) Y Y Y

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) Y Y Y

svrcod (severity code) Y Y Y

ENDUOWRM

The ENDUOWRM (end unit of work condition) reply message uses a number of
instance variables.

Table 86. Instance variables of the ENDUOWRM reply message

ENDUOWRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

rdbnam (RDB name) Y Y N

rlsconv (release connection) N Y N

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) Y Y Y

svrcod (severity code) Y Y Y

uowdsp (unit of work disposition) Y Y Y

Related information

“Error situations with DDM commands” on page 13
“Format of sqlstt data” on page 3

RDBRLLBCK command
The RDBRLLBCK (relational database roll back) command rolls back the current
unit of work (transaction).

Command parameters

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?”column:
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Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and that DB2 provides a
value for the instance variable if a value exists. (Values might not exist
for optional variables.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
never provides this information when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the instance variable is not applicable because
DB2 never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the instance
variable if it is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

I Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 ignores this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 87. RDBRLLBCK command instance variables

RDBRLLBCK command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

rdbnam (RDB name, as in ACCRDB) Y Y N

rlsconv (release connection) N Y N

Command data objects

DRDA defines no command data objects for the RDBRLLBCK command.

Reply data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the object if it is
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 rejects
this information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it sends a reply if a value exists. (Values might
not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it sends a reply.
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N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 88. RDBRLLBCK reply data objects

RDBRLLBCK reply data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

mgrlvlovr (manager level overrides) Y N N

sqlcard (SQLCA reply data) Y Y Y

sqlstt (SQL statements) N Y N

typdefnam (data type definition name) Y N N

typdefovr (data type definition override) Y N N

Reply messages

The RDBRLLBCK command returns a number of reply messages.

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the information if it
is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
rejects the information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and thatDB2 provides a
value for the variable each time it sends a reply if a value exists.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 never
provides a value for the variable when it sends a reply.

v In the “Required?” column;

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

CMDVLTRM

The CMDVLTRM (command violation) reply message uses a number of instance
variables.

Table 89. Instance variables of the CMDVLTRM reply message

CMDVLTRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

rdbnam (RDB name) Y Y Y
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Table 89. Instance variables of the CMDVLTRM reply message (continued)

CMDVLTRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) Y Y Y

svrcod (severity code) Y Y Y

ENDUOWRM

The ENDUOWRM (end unit of work condition) reply message has the following
instance variables.

Table 90. Instance variables of the ENDUOWRM reply message

ENDUOWRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

rdbnam (RDB name) Y Y N

rlsconv (release connection) N Y N

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) Y Y Y

svrcod (severity code) Y Y Y

uowdsp (unit of work disposition) Y Y Y

Related information

“Error situations with DDM commands” on page 13
“Format of sqlstt data” on page 3

REBIND command
The REBIND (rebind) command rebinds an existing package at the server. No new
SQL statements are sent with REBIND; the SQL statements must have been bound
previously at the server.

Command parameters

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and that DB2 provides a
value for the instance variable if a value exists. (Values might not exist
for optional variables.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
never provides this information when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the instance variable is not applicable because
DB2 never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the instance
variable if it is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.
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I Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 ignores this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 91. REBIND command instance variables

REBIND command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

bndchkexs (bind existence checking) Y Y N

bndexpopt (bind explain option) Y Y N

dftrdbcol (default RDB collection identifier) Y Y N

dgrioprl (degree of I/O parallelism) Y Y N

pkgathrul (package authorization rules), limited
to the following subset:

OWNER

REQUESTER

DEFINER_REVERT_TO_REQUESTER

DEFINER_REVERT_TO_OWNER

INVOKER_REVERT_TO_REQUESTER

INVOKER_REVERT_TO_OWNER

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

pkgisolvl (package isolation level), limited to the
following subset:

ISOLVLRR

ISOLVLALL

ISOLVLCS

ISOLVLCHG

ISOLVLNC

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

pkgnam (package name) Y Y Y

pkgownid (package owner identifier) Y Y N

rdbnam (RDB name, as in ACCRDB) N Y N

rdbrlsopt (RDB release option) Y Y N

vrsnam (package version name) Y Y N

Command data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it issues the command if a value exists. (Values
might not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?”column:
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Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes this information, if
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 92. REBIND command data object

REBIND command data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

bndopt (bind option) See Table 93 Y N

The following table lists the generic bind options that DB2 sends and receives.
Values are shown in parentheses.

Table 93. Generic bind options

Bind options
Supported by
DB2 requester?

Supported by
DB2 server?

DBPROTOCOL(DRDA | PRIVATE) 2 Y Y

DEFER(PREPARE) 2 Y Y

NODEFER(PREPARE) 2 Y Y

ENCODING(ASCII | EBCDIC | UNICODE | ccsid) 2 Y Y

FUNCPATH(’schema-name’) N Y

IMMEDWRITE(NO | YES | PH1) 2 Y Y

KEEPDYNAMIC(NO | YES) 2 N Y

LANGUAGE(COBOL | COBOL2 | IBMCOBOL) 1 Y Y

MINDIVSCALE(’number-char’) Y Y

OPTHINT(’hint-id’) 2 Y Y

PATH(’schema-name’) 2 Y Y

PATHDEFAULT 2 Y Y

PRECOMPCCSID(’number-string’) 1 Y Y

REOPT(VARS) 2 Y Y

NOREOPT(VARS) 2 Y Y

Notes:

1. See DB2 Command Reference for complete information about these bind options.

2. These options flow only between z/OS requesters and z/OS servers.

Reply data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the object if it is
received.
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N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 rejects
this information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it sends a reply if a value exists. (Values might
not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it sends a reply.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 94. REBIND reply data objects

REBIND reply data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

mgrlvlovr (manager level overrides) Y N N

sqlcard (SQLCA reply data) Y Y Y

typdefnam (data type definition name) Y N N

typdefovr (data type definition override) Y N N

Reply messages

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the information if it
is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
rejects the information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and thatDB2 provides a
value for the variable each time it sends a reply if a value exists.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 never
provides a value for the variable when it sends a reply.

v In the “Required?” column;

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.
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Table 95. Instance variables of the RDBUPDRM reply message

RDBUPDRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

rdbnam (RDB name) Y Y Y

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) Y Y Y

svrcod (severity code) Y Y Y

unpupd (unprotected update) Y N N

Related information

“Error situations with DDM commands” on page 13

SECCHK command
The SECCHK (security check) command sends information to the target security
manager to authenticate the user.

Command parameters

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and that DB2 provides a
value for the instance variable if a value exists. (Values might not exist
for optional variables.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
never provides this information when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the instance variable is not applicable because
DB2 never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the instance
variable if it is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

I Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 ignores this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 96. SECCHK command instance variables

SECCHK command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

password (password) Y Y N

rdbnam (RDB name) Y Y N

secmec (security mechanism) See note 1 Y Y Y

secmgrnm (security manager name) Y Y N
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Table 96. SECCHK command instance variables (continued)

SECCHK command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

sectkn (security token) N Y N

usrid (user ID at the target system) Y Y N

usrorgid (user original user id) N Y N

usrregnm (security registry name) N Y N

usrsectok (user security token) N Y N

Note:

1. Table 8 on page 18 lists the security mechanisms that DB2 supports.

Command data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it issues the command if a value exists. (Values
might not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes this information, if
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 97. SECCHK command data object

SECCHK command data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

sectkn (security token) Y Y N

Reply data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the object if it is
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 rejects
this information if it is received.
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N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it sends a reply if a value exists. (Values might
not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it sends a reply.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 98. SECCHK reply data object

SECCHK reply data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

sectkn (security token) Y Y N

Reply messages

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the information if it
is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
rejects the information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and thatDB2 provides a
value for the variable each time it sends a reply if a value exists.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 never
provides a value for the variable when it sends a reply.

v In the “Required?” column;

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 99. Instance variables of the SECCHKRM reply message

SECCHKRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

secchkcd (security check code) Y Y Y

srvdgn (server diagnostic information) Y Y Y
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Table 99. Instance variables of the SECCHKRM reply message (continued)

SECCHKRM reply message instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

svrcod (severity code) Y Y Y

svcerrno (security service error number) Y Y N

usrregnm (security registry name) N Y N

Related reference

“ACCSEC command” on page 17
Related information

“Error situations with DDM commands” on page 13

SNDPKT command
The SNDPKT (send packet) command tests connectivity between the source server
and the target server.

As a requester,DB2 does send the SNDPKT command.

Command parameters

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and that DB2 provides a
value for the instance variable if a value exists. (Values might not exist
for optional variables.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
never provides this information when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the instance variable is not applicable because
DB2 never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the instance
variable if it is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

I Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 ignores this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 100. SNDPKT command instance variables

SNDPKT command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

rdbnam (RDB name) N/A Y N

respktsz (response packet size) N/A Y N
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Command data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it issues the command if a value exists. (Values
might not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes this information, if
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 101. SNDPKT command data object

SNDPKT command data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

pktobj (packet object) N/A Y N

Reply data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the object if it is
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 rejects
this information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it sends a reply if a value exists. (Values might
not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it sends a reply.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Required?” column:
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Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 102. SNDPKT reply data object

SNDPKT reply data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

pktobj (packet object) N/A Y Y

Reply messages

Normal processing of the SNDPKT command results in no DDM reply messages.
Related information

“Error situations with DDM commands” on page 13

SYNCCTL command
The SYNCCTL (sync point control) command conveys sync point information to
the target.

Command parameters

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and that DB2 provides a
value for the instance variable if a value exists. (Values might not exist
for optional variables.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
never provides this information when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the instance variable is not applicable because
DB2 never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the instance
variable if it is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

I Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 ignores this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 103. SYNCCTL command instance variables

SYNCCTL command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

forget (forget unit of work) Y Y N 1

rlsconv (release conversation) Y Y N 2
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Table 103. SYNCCTL command instance variables (continued)

SYNCCTL command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

synctype (sync point operation type) Y Y Y 3

timeout (timeout) N Y N 4

uowid (unit of work identifier) Y Y N 1

xaflags (XA flags), limited to the following
subset:

TMFAIL

TMJOIN

TMLCS

TMLOCAL

TMNOFLAGS

TMONEPHASE

TMRECOVER

TMRESUME

TMSUCCESS

TMSUSPEND

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y 5

xid (global transaction identifier) Y Y N 6

xidshr (share recoverable resources) Y Y N 1

Notes:

1. Optional for SYNCPTMGR; not applicable for XAMGR.

2. Optional for both SYNCPTMGR and XAMGR.

3. Required for both SYNCPTMGR and XAMGR.

4. Not applicable for SYNCPTMGR; optional for XAMGR.

5. Not applicable for SYNCPTMGR; required for XAMGR.

6. Optional for SYNCPTMGR; required for XAMGR.

Command data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it issues the command if a value exists. (Values
might not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes this information, if
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:
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Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 104. SYNCCTL command data objects

SYNCCTL command data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

cnntkn (connection token) Y Y Y

ipaddr (resync TCP/IP address) Y Y N

lognam (log name) Y Y Y

logtstmp (log time stamp) Y Y Y

rdbnam (RDB associated with log) Y Y Y

snaaddr (resync SNA address) Y Y N

synclog (sync point log) Y Y N 1

tcphost (fully qualified host domain name) Y Y N

Note:

1. Required for SYNCPTMGR when associated with particular synctype values; optional for
XAMGR

Reply data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the object if it is
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 rejects
this information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it sends a reply if a value exists. (Values might
not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it sends a reply.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.
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Table 105. SYNCCTL reply data objects

SYNCCTL reply data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

prphrclst (list of prepared and heuristically
completed XIDs) 7

N Y N 1

sqlstt (SQL statements) N Y N 2

synccrd (sync point control reply) Y Y Y 3

synclog (sync point log) Y Y N 4

synctype (sync point operation type) Y Y Y 5

xaretval (XA return value) Y Y Y 6

Notes:

1. Not applicable for SYNCPTMGR; optional for XAMGR.

2. Optional for both SYNCPTMGR and XAMGR

3. Optional for SYNCPTMGR; required for XAMGR.

4. Optional for SYNCPTMGR; not applicable for XAMGR.

5. Required for SYNCPTMGR; not applicable for XAMGR.

6. Not applicable for SYNCPTMGR; required for XAMGR.

7. prphrclst returns an additional parameter, ipaddr, which the client use to create a new
connection to flow xa_commit or xa_rollback. This procedure resolves the indoubt thread
and allows xa_recover to work in a data sharing environment.

Reply messages

Normal processing of the SYNCCTL command, when synctype specifies a new unit
of work, results in no DDM reply messages.
Related information

“Error situations with DDM commands” on page 13
“Format of sqlstt data” on page 3

SYNCRSY command
The SYNCRSY (sync point resync) command resolves indoubt units of work
between sync point managers.

Command parameters

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the instance variable and that DB2 provides a
value for the instance variable if a value exists. (Values might not exist
for optional variables.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable and that DB2
never provides this information when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the instance variable is not applicable because
DB2 never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:
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Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the instance
variable if it is received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

I Means that DB2 does not support the instance variable; DB2 ignores this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the instance variable is required.

N Means that the instance variable is optional.

Table 106. SYNCRSY command instance variables

SYNCRSY command instance variable

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

rsynctyp (resync operation type) Y Y Y

uowid (unit of work identifier) Y Y N

uowstate (unit of work state) Y Y N

Command data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it issues the command if a value exists. (Values
might not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it issues the command.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?”column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes this information, if
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object; DB2 rejects this
information if it is received.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 107. SYNCRSY command data object

SYNCRSY command data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

synclog (sync point log) Y Y N
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Reply data objects

In the following table:
v In the “Supported by DB2 requester?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports, recognizes, and processes the object if it is
received.

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 rejects
this information if it is received.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Supported by DB2 server?” column:

Y Means that DB2 supports the data object and that DB2 provides a value
for the object each time it sends a reply if a value exists. (Values might
not exist for optional objects.)

N Means that DB2 does not support the data object and that DB2 never
provides a value for the object when it sends a reply.

N/A Means that support for the data object is not applicable because DB2
never sends the command and therefore never receives the data object in
response.

v In the “Required?” column:

Y Means that the object is required.

N Means that the object is optional.

Table 108. SYNCRSY reply data objects

SYNCRSY reply data object

Supported
by DB2
requester?

Supported
by DB2
server? Required?

rsynctyp (resync operation type) Y Y Y

uowid (UOW identifier) Y Y Y

uowstate (UOW state) Y Y Y

Reply messages

Normal processing of the SYNCRSY command results in no DDM reply messages.
Related information

“Error situations with DDM commands” on page 13
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Chapter 3. Distributing work across data sharing members in
an SNA network

In an SNA environment, DB2 uses the DB2 Sysplex transaction program, an LU 6.2
transaction program name (TPN), to allow DRDA requesters to determine which
members of a DB2 data sharing group are currently active.

The TPN returns a list of NETID.LUNAME values for the active DB2 servers in the
group. The list also contains a weight for each server on the list. The weight
reflects the current, available capacity of the server. This information allows
requesters to distribute future requests for DB2 threads across the available
members of a data sharing group on the basis of capacity.

Paramaters for conversations with Sysplex transaction programs
You can allocate an LU 6.2 conversation to the Sysplex transaction program using
several parameters.

The parameters are:
v TPN — X’03F0F3C2’ (TPN prefix X’03’ and TPN suffix C’03B’).
v SECURITY(NONE)
v SYNC_LEVEL(NONE)
v CONVERSATION_TYPE(BASIC)

Format of input message of Sysplex transaction programs
The Sysplex transaction program input message contains an offset and a length.

This format is denoted as follows:

Offset Length Description

0 2 Length of the input message, including the 2-byte length field. The
value of this field is 4 (X’0004’).

2 2 Type of input message. The only defined value at this time is
X’F0F0’, which indicates that the requester wants to receive the
NETID.LUNAMEs of the members in the DB2 data sharing group.

Format of reply message of Sysplex transaction programs
The Sysplex transaction program reply message contains an offset and a length.

This format is denoted as follows:

Offset Length Description

0 2 Length of the reply message, including the 2-byte length field. The
value of this field is 22+(n×18), where n is the number of members
in the data sharing group.

2 2 Type of reply message. The only defined value at this time is
X’F0F1’, which indicates that this is a reply message containing a
list of DB2 server NETID.LUNAME values.
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Offset Length Description

4 18 Location name of the DB2 server. This value is returned by the
server as a verification aid to the requester. In this way, the
requester can detect cases where the Sysplex transaction program
was directed to the wrong NETID.LUNAME because of errors in
the communication directory or CDB entries.

22 n ×18 n occurrences of the following:

NETID VTAM® network name of the DB2 server group. This
name is eight characters, padded on the right with blanks.

LUNAME
VTAM LU name of the DB2 server group. This name is
eight characters, padded on the right with blanks.

Weight A 2-byte integer containing the weighting factor for the
server that is identified by NETID.LUNAME. This
number controls the proportion of LU 6.2 conversations
that are directed to the server that is identified by
NETID.LUNAME.

The value X’FFFF’ is reserved, indicating that the server is
not part of a data sharing group.

How the weighting factor works: Assume that the value of n is 2.
Weight 1 is 4. Weight 2 is 1.

With these values, 80% of the LU 6.2 conversations should be
directed to the first NETID.LUNAME, and 20% should be directed
to the second NETID.LUNAME. The entries in the list are ordered
by the weighting factor, with the greatest weight listed first.

The value of n is always less than or equal to 32.
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Information resources for DB2 for z/OS and related products

Many information resources are available to help you use DB2 for z/OS and many
related products. A large amount of technical information about IBM products is
now available online in information centers or on library Web sites.

Disclaimer: Any Web addresses that are included here are accurate at the time this
information is being published. However, Web addresses sometimes change. If you
visit a Web address that is listed here but that is no longer valid, you can try to
find the current Web address for the product information that you are looking for
at either of the following sites:
v http://www.ibm.com/support/publications/us/library/index.shtml, which lists

the IBM information centers that are available for various IBM products
v http://www.elink.ibmlink.ibm.com/public/applications/publications/cgibin/

pbi.cgi, which is the IBM Publications Center, where you can download online
PDF books or order printed books for various IBM products

DB2 for z/OS product information

The primary place to find and use information about DB2 for z/OS is the
Information Management Software for z/OS Solutions Information Center
(http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/imzic), which also contains information
about IMS, QMF™, and many DB2 and IMS Tools products. This information center
is also available as an installable information center that can run on a local system
or on an intranet server. You can order the Information Management for z/OS
Solutions Information Center DVD (SK5T-7377) for a low cost from the IBM
Publications Center (www.ibm.com/shop/publications/order).

The majority of the DB2 for z/OS information in this information center is also
available in the books that are identified in the following table. You can access
these books at the DB2 for z/OS library Web site (http://www.ibm.com/software/
data/db2/zos/library.html) or at the IBM Publications Center
(http://www.ibm.com/shop/publications/order).

Table 109. DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS book titles

Title
Publication
number

Available in
information
center

Available in
PDF

Available in
BookManager®

format
Available in
printed book

DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS
Administration Guide

SC18-9840 X X X X

DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS Application
Programming & SQL Guide

SC18-9841 X X X X

DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS Application
Programming Guide and Reference for
Java

SC18-9842 X X X X

DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS Codes GC18-9843 X X X X

DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS Command
Reference

SC18-9844 X X X X

DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS Data Sharing:
Planning and Administration

SC18-9845 X X X X
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Table 109. DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS book titles (continued)

Title
Publication
number

Available in
information
center

Available in
PDF

Available in
BookManager®

format
Available in
printed book

DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS Diagnosis
Guide and Reference 1

LY37-3218 X X X

DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS Diagnostic
Quick Reference

LY37-3219 X

DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS Installation
Guide

GC18-9846 X X X X

DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS Introduction to
DB2

SC18-9847 X X X X

DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS Licensed
Program Specifications

GC18-9848 X X

DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS Messages GC18-9849 X X X X

DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS ODBC Guide
and Reference

SC18-9850 X X X X

DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS Performance
Monitoring and Tuning Guide

SC18-9851 X X X X

DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS Optimization
Service Center

X

DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS Program
Directory

GI10-8737 X X

DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS RACF Access
Control Module Guide

SC18-9852 X X X

DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS Reference for
Remote DRDA Requesters and Servers

SC18-9853 X X X

DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS Reference
Summary

SX26-3854 X

DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS SQL Reference SC18-9854 X X X X

DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS Utility Guide
and Reference

SC18-9855 X X X X

DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS What’s New? GC18-9856 X X X

DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS XML Extender
Administration and Programming

SC18-9857 X X X X

DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS XML Guide SC18-9858 X X X X

IRLM Messages and Codes for IMS and
DB2 for z/OS

GC19-2666 X X X

Note:

1. DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS Diagnosis Guide and Reference is available in PDF and BookManager formats on the DB2
Version 9.1 for z/OS Licensed Collection kit, LK3T-7195. You can order this License Collection kit on the IBM
Publications Center site (http://www.elink.ibmlink.ibm.com/public/applications/publications/cgibin/pbi.cgi).
This book is also available in online format in DB2 data set DSN910.SDSNIVPD(DSNDR).

Information resources for related products

In the following table, related product names are listed in alphabetic order, and the
associated Web addresses of product information centers or library Web pages are
indicated.
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Table 110. Related product information resource locations

Related product Information resources

C/C++ for z/OS Library Web site: http://www.ibm.com/software/awdtools/czos/library/

This product is now called z/OS XL C/C++.

CICS Transaction Server for
z/OS

Information center: http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/cicsts/v3r1/index.jsp

COBOL Information center: http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/pdthelp/v1r1/index.jsp

This product is now called Enterprise COBOL for z/OS.

DB2® Connect™ Information center: http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/db2luw/v9/index.jsp

This resource is for DB2 Connect 9.

DB2 Database for Linux®,
UNIX®, and Windows®

Information center: http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/db2luw/v9/index.jsp

This resource is for DB2 9 for Linux, UNIX, and Windows.

DB2 Query Management
Facility

Information center: http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/imzic

DB2 Server for VSE & VM One of the following locations:

v For VSE: http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?rs=66&uid=swg27003758

v For VM: http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?rs=66&uid=swg27003759

DB2 Tools One of the following locations:

v Information center: http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/imzic

v Library Web site: http://www.ibm.com/software/data/db2imstools/library.html

These resources include information about the following products and others:

v DB2 Administration Tool

v DB2 Automation Tool

v DB2 Log Analysis Tool

v DB2 Object Restore Tool

v DB2 Query Management Facility

v DB2 SQL Performance Analyzer

DB2® Universal Database™

for iSeries®
Information center: http://www.ibm.com/systems/i/infocenter/

Debug Tool for z/OS Information center: http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/pdthelp/v1r1/index.jsp

Enterprise COBOL for
z/OS

Information center: http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/pdthelp/v1r1/index.jsp

Enterprise PL/I for z/OS Information center: http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/pdthelp/v1r1/index.jsp

IMS Information center: http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/imzic
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Table 110. Related product information resource locations (continued)

Related product Information resources

IMS Tools One of the following locations:

v Information center: http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/imzic

v Library Web site: http://www.ibm.com/software/data/db2imstools/library.html

These resources have information about the following products and others:

v IMS Batch Terminal Simulator for z/OS

v IMS Connect

v IMS HALDB Conversion and Maintenance Aid

v IMS High Performance Utility products

v IMS DataPropagator™

v IMS Online Reorganization Facility

v IMS Performance Analyzer

Integrated Data
Management products

Information center: http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/idm/v2r2/index.jsp

This information center has information about the following products and others:

v IBM Data Studio

v InfoSphere™ Data Architect

v InfoSphere Warehouse

v Optim™ Database Administrator

v Optim Development Studio

v Optim Query Tuner

PL/I Information center: http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/pdthelp/v1r1/index.jsp

This product is now called Enterprise PL/I for z/OS.

System z® http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/eserver/v1r2/index.jsp

Tivoli OMEGAMONXE for
DB2 Performance Expert
on z/OS

Information center: http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/tivihelp/v15r1/
index.jsp?topic=/com.ibm.ko2pe.doc/ko2welcome.htm

In earlier releases, this product was called DB2 Performance Expert for z/OS.

WebSphere® Application
Server

Information center: http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/wasinfo/v6r0/index.jsp

WebSphere Message Broker
with Rules and Formatter
Extension

Information center: http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/wmbhelp/v6r0m0/
index.jsp

The product is also known as WebSphere MQ Integrator Broker.

WebSphere MQ Information center: http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/wmqv6/v6r0/index.jsp

The resource includes information about MQSeries®.

WebSphere Replication
Server for z/OS

Either of the following locations:

v Information center: http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/imzic

v Library Web site: http://www.ibm.com/software/data/db2imstools/library.html

This product is also known as DB2 DataPropagator.

z/Architecture® Library Center site: http://www.ibm.com/servers/eserver/zseries/zos/bkserv/
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Table 110. Related product information resource locations (continued)

Related product Information resources

z/OS Library Center site: http://www.ibm.com/servers/eserver/zseries/zos/bkserv/

This resource includes information about the following z/OS elements and components:

v Character Data Representation Architecture

v Device Support Facilities

v DFSORT

v Fortran

v High Level Assembler

v NetView®

v SMP/E for z/OS

v SNA

v TCP/IP

v TotalStorage® Enterprise Storage Server®

v VTAM

v z/OS C/C++

v z/OS Communications Server

v z/OS DCE

v z/OS DFSMS™

v z/OS DFSMS Access Method Services

v z/OS DFSMSdss™

v z/OS DFSMShsm™

v z/OS DFSMSdfp™

v z/OS ICSF

v z/OS ISPF

v z/OS JES3

v z/OS Language Environment®

v z/OS Managed System Infrastructure

v z/OS MVS

v z/OS MVS JCL

v z/OS Parallel Sysplex®

v z/OS RMF™

v z/OS Security Server

v z/OS UNIX System Services

z/OS XL C/C++ http://www.ibm.com/software/awdtools/czos/library/

The following information resources from IBM are not necessarily specific to a
single product:
v The DB2 for z/OS Information Roadmap; available at: http://www.ibm.com/

software/data/db2/zos/roadmap.html
v DB2 Redbooks® and Redbooks about related products; available at:

http://www.ibm.com/redbooks
v IBM Educational resources:

– Information about IBM educational offerings is available on the Web at:
http://www.ibm.com/software/sw-training/
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– A collection of glossaries of IBM terms in multiple languages is available on
the IBM Terminology Web site at: http://www.ibm.com/software/
globalization/terminology/index.jsp

v National Language Support information; available at the IBM Publications
Center at: http://www.elink.ibmlink.ibm.com/public/applications/publications/
cgibin/pbi.cgi

v SQL Reference for Cross-Platform Development; available at the following
developerWorks® site: http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/db2/library/
techarticle/0206sqlref/0206sqlref.html

The following information resources are not published by IBM but can be useful to
users of DB2 for z/OS and related products:
v Database design topics:

– DB2 for z/OS and OS/390® Development for Performance Volume I, by Gabrielle
Wiorkowski, Gabrielle & Associates, ISBN 0-96684-605-2

– DB2 for z/OS and OS/390 Development for Performance Volume II, by Gabrielle
Wiorkowski, Gabrielle & Associates, ISBN 0-96684-606-0

– Handbook of Relational Database Design, by C. Fleming and B. Von Halle,
Addison Wesley, ISBN 0-20111-434-8

v Distributed Relational Database Architecture (DRDA) specifications;
http://www.opengroup.org

v Domain Name System: DNS and BIND, Third Edition, Paul Albitz and Cricket
Liu, O’Reilly, ISBN 0-59600-158-4

v Microsoft® Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) information;
http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/

v Unicode information; http://www.unicode.org
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How to obtain DB2 information

You can access the official information about the DB2 product in a number of
ways.
v “DB2 on the Web”
v “DB2 product information”
v “DB2 education” on page 108
v “How to order the DB2 library” on page 108

DB2 on the Web

Stay current with the latest information about DB2 by visiting the DB2 home page
on the Web:

www.ibm.com/software/db2zos

On the DB2 home page, you can find links to a wide variety of information
resources about DB2. You can read news items that keep you informed about the
latest enhancements to the product. Product announcements, press releases, fact
sheets, and technical articles help you plan and implement your database
management strategy.

DB2 product information

The official DB2 for z/OS information is available in various formats and delivery
methods. IBM provides mid-version updates to the information in the information
center and in softcopy updates that are available on the Web and on CD-ROM.

Information Management Software for z/OS Solutions Information Center
DB2 product information is viewable in the information center, which is
the primary delivery vehicle for information about DB2 for z/OS, IMS,
QMF, and related tools. This information center enables you to search
across related product information in multiple languages for data
management solutions for the z/OS environment and print individual
topics or sets of related topics. You can also access, download, and print
PDFs of the publications that are associated with the information center
topics. Product technical information is provided in a format that offers
more options and tools for accessing, integrating, and customizing
information resources. The information center is based on Eclipse open
source technology.

The Information Management Software for z/OS Solutions Information
Center is viewable at the following Web site:

http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/imzic

CD-ROMs and DVD
Books for DB2 are available on a CD-ROM that is included with your
product shipment:
v DB2 V9.1 for z/OS Licensed Library Collection, LK3T-7195, in English

The CD-ROM contains the collection of books for DB2 V9.1 for z/OS in
PDF and BookManager formats. Periodically, IBM refreshes the books on
subsequent editions of this CD-ROM.
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The books for DB2 for z/OS are also available on the following CD-ROM
and DVD collection kits, which contain online books for many IBM
products:
v IBM z/OS Software Products Collection , SK3T-4270, in English
v IBM z/OS Software Products DVD Collection , SK3T–4271, in English

PDF format
Many of the DB2 books are available in PDF (Portable Document Format)
for viewing or printing from CD-ROM or the DB2 home page on the Web
or from the information center. Download the PDF books to your intranet
for distribution throughout your enterprise.

BookManager format
You can use online books on CD-ROM to read, search across books, print
portions of the text, and make notes in these BookManager books. Using
the IBM Softcopy Reader, appropriate IBM Library Readers, or the
BookManager Read product, you can view these books in the z/OS,
Windows, and VM environments. You can also view and search many of
the DB2 BookManager books on the Web.

DB2 education

IBM Education and Training offers a wide variety of classroom courses to help you
quickly and efficiently gain DB2 expertise. IBM schedules classes are in cities all
over the world. You can find class information, by country, at the IBM Learning
Services Web site:

www.ibm.com/services/learning

IBM also offers classes at your location, at a time that suits your needs. IBM can
customize courses to meet your exact requirements. For more information,
including the current local schedule, contact your IBM representative.

How to order the DB2 library

To order books, visit the IBM Publication Center on the Web:

www.elink.ibmlink.ibm.com/public/applications/publications/cgibin/pbi.cgi

From the IBM Publication Center, you can go to the Publication Notification
System (PNS). PNS users receive electronic notifications of updated publications in
their profiles. You have the option of ordering the updates by using the
publications direct ordering application or any other IBM publication ordering
channel. The PNS application does not send automatic shipments of publications.
You will receive updated publications and a bill for them if you respond to the
electronic notification.

You can also order DB2 publications and CD-ROMs from your IBM representative
or the IBM branch office that serves your locality. If your location is within the
United States or Canada, you can place your order by calling one of the toll-free
numbers:
v In the U.S., call 1-800-879-2755.
v In Canada, call 1-800-426-4968.

To order additional copies of licensed publications, specify the SOFTWARE option.
To order additional publications or CD-ROMs, specify the PUBLICATIONS option.
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Be prepared to give your customer number, the product number, and either the
feature codes or order numbers that you want.
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How to use the DB2 library

Titles of books in the library begin with DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS. However,
references from one book in the library to another are shortened and do not
include the product name, version, and release. Instead, they point directly to the
section that holds the information. The primary place to find and use information
about DB2 for z/OS is the Information Management Software for z/OS Solutions
Information Center (http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/imzic).

If you are new to DB2 for z/OS, Introduction to DB2 for z/OS provides a
comprehensive introduction to DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS. Topics included in this
book explain the basic concepts that are associated with relational database
management systems in general, and with DB2 for z/OS in particular.

The most rewarding task associated with a database management system is asking
questions of it and getting answers, the task called end use. Other tasks are also
necessary—defining the parameters of the system, putting the data in place, and so
on. The tasks that are associated with DB2 are grouped into the following major
categories.

Installation

If you are involved with installing DB2, you will need to use a variety of resources,
such as:
v DB2 Program Directory

v DB2 Installation Guide

v DB2 Administration Guide

v DB2 Application Programming Guide and Reference for Java

v DB2 Codes

v DB2 Internationalization Guide

v DB2 Messages

v DB2 Performance Monitoring and Tuning Guide

v DB2 RACF Access Control Module Guide

v DB2 Utility Guide and Reference

If you will be using data sharing capabilities you also need DB2 Data Sharing:
Planning and Administration, which describes installation considerations for data
sharing.

If you will be installing and configuring DB2 ODBC, you will need DB2 ODBC
Guide and Reference.

If you are installing IBM Spatial Support for DB2 for z/OS, you will need IBM
Spatial Support for DB2 for z/OS User’s Guide and Reference.

If you are installing IBM OmniFind® Text Search Server for DB2 for z/OS, you will
need IBM OmniFind Text Search Server for DB2 for z/OS Installation, Administration,
and Reference.
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End use

End users issue SQL statements to retrieve data. They can also insert, update, or
delete data, with SQL statements. They might need an introduction to SQL,
detailed instructions for using SPUFI, and an alphabetized reference to the types of
SQL statements. This information is found in DB2 Application Programming and SQL
Guide, and DB2 SQL Reference.

End users can also issue SQL statements through the DB2 Query Management
Facility (QMF) or some other program, and the library for that licensed program
might provide all the instruction or reference material they need. For a list of the
titles in the DB2 QMF library, see the bibliography at the end of this book.

Application programming

Some users access DB2 without knowing it, using programs that contain SQL
statements. DB2 application programmers write those programs. Because they
write SQL statements, they need the same resources that end users do.

Application programmers also need instructions for many other topics:
v How to transfer data between DB2 and a host program—written in Java™, C, or

COBOL, for example
v How to prepare to compile a program that embeds SQL statements
v How to process data from two systems simultaneously, for example, DB2 and

IMS or DB2 and CICS
v How to write distributed applications across operating systems
v How to write applications that use Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) to

access DB2 servers
v How to write applications that use JDBC and SQLJ with the Java programming

language to access DB2 servers
v How to write applications to store XML data on DB2 servers and retrieve XML

data from DB2 servers.

The material needed for writing a host program containing SQL is in DB2
Application Programming and SQL Guide.

The material needed for writing applications that use JDBC and SQLJ to access
DB2 servers is in DB2 Application Programming Guide and Reference for Java. The
material needed for writing applications that use DB2 CLI or ODBC to access DB2
servers is in DB2 ODBC Guide and Reference. The material needed for working with
XML data in DB2 is in DB2 XML Guide. For handling errors, see DB2 Messages and
DB2 Codes.

If you are a software vendor implementing DRDA clients and servers, you will
need DB2 Reference for Remote DRDA Requesters and Servers.

Information about writing applications across operating systems can be found in
IBM DB2 SQL Reference for Cross-Platform Development.

System and database administration

Administration covers almost everything else. DB2 Administration Guide divides
some of those tasks among the following sections:
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v DB2 concepts: Introduces DB2 structures, the DB2 environment, and high
availability.

v Designing a database: Discusses the decisions that must be made when
designing a database and tells how to implement the design by creating and
altering DB2 objects, loading data, and adjusting to changes.

v Security and auditing: Describes ways of controlling access to the DB2 system
and to data within DB2, to audit aspects of DB2 usage, and to answer other
security and auditing concerns.

v Operation and recovery: Describes the steps in normal day-to-day operation and
discusses the steps one should take to prepare for recovery in the event of some
failure.

DB2 Performance Monitoring and Tuning Guide explains how to monitor the
performance of the DB2 system and its parts. It also lists things that can be done to
make some parts run faster.

If you will be using the RACF access control module for DB2 authorization
checking, you will need DB2 RACF Access Control Module Guide.

If you are involved with DB2 only to design the database, or plan operational
procedures, you need DB2 Administration Guide. If you also want to carry out your
own plans by creating DB2 objects, granting privileges, running utility jobs, and so
on, you also need:
v DB2 SQL Reference, which describes the SQL statements you use to create, alter,

and drop objects and grant and revoke privileges
v DB2 Utility Guide and Reference, which explains how to run utilities
v DB2 Command Reference, which explains how to run commands

If you will be using data sharing, you need DB2 Data Sharing: Planning and
Administration, which describes how to plan for and implement data sharing.

Additional information about system and database administration can be found in
DB2 Messages and DB2 Codes, which list messages and codes issued by DB2, with
explanations and suggested responses.

Diagnosis

Diagnosticians detect and describe errors in the DB2 program. They might also
recommend or apply a remedy. The documentation for this task is in DB2 Diagnosis
Guide and Reference, DB2 Messages, and DB2 Codes.
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Notices

This information was developed for products and services offered in the U.S.A.

IBM may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in
other countries. Consult your local IBM representative for information on the
products and services currently available in your area. Any reference to an IBM
product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM
product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product,
program, or service that does not infringe any IBM intellectual property right may
be used instead. However, it is the user’s responsibility to evaluate and verify the
operation of any non-IBM product, program, or service.

IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter
described in this document. The furnishing of this document does not give you
any license to these patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:

IBM Director of Licensing
IBM Corporation
North Castle Drive
Armonk, NY 10504-1785
U.S.A.

For license inquiries regarding double-byte (DBCS) information, contact the IBM
Intellectual Property Department in your country or send inquiries, in writing, to:

Intellectual Property Licensing
Legal and Intellectual Property Law
IBM Japan, Ltd.
3-2-12, Roppongi, Minato-ku
Tokyo 106-8711
Japan

The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or any other
country where such provisions are inconsistent with local law:
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION PROVIDES THIS
PUBLICATION ″AS IS″ WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some states do not allow disclaimer of express or
implied warranties in certain transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply
to you.

This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors.
Changes are periodically made to the information herein; these changes will be
incorporated in new editions of the publication. IBM may make improvements
and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this
publication at any time without notice.

IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any way it
believes appropriate without incurring any obligation to you.
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Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose
of enabling: (i) the exchange of information between independently created
programs and other programs (including this one) and (ii) the mutual use of the
information which has been exchanged, should contact:

IBM Corporation
J46A/G4
555 Bailey Avenue
San Jose, CA 95141-1003
U.S.A.

Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions,
including in some cases, payment of a fee.

The licensed program described in this document and all licensed material
available for it are provided by IBM under terms of the IBM Customer Agreement,
IBM International Program License Agreement, or any equivalent agreement
between us.

This information contains examples of data and reports used in daily business
operations. To illustrate them as completely as possible, the examples include the
names of individuals, companies, brands, and products. All of these names are
fictitious and any similarity to the names and addresses used by an actual business
enterprise is entirely coincidental.

COPYRIGHT LICENSE:

This information contains sample application programs in source language, which
illustrate programming techniques on various operating platforms. You may copy,
modify, and distribute these sample programs in any form without payment to
IBM, for the purposes of developing, using, marketing or distributing application
programs conforming to the application programming interface for the operating
platform for which the sample programs are written. These examples have not
been thoroughly tested under all conditions. IBM, therefore, cannot guarantee or
imply reliability, serviceability, or function of these programs. The sample
programs are provided ″AS IS″, without warranty of any kind. IBM shall not be
liable for any damages arising out of your use of the sample programs.

If you are viewing this information softcopy, the photographs and color
illustrations may not appear.

Programming Interface Information
This information is intended to help you to write programs that communicate with
DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS by means of DDM commands. This information
documents General-use Programming Interface and Associated Guidance
Information provided by DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS.

General-use Programming Interface and Associated Guidance
Information

General-use Programming Interfaces allow the customer to write programs that
obtain the services of DB2 Version 9.1 for z/OS.
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General-use Programming Interface and Associated Guidance Information is
identified where it occurs by the following markings:

General-use Programming Interface and Associated Guidance Information...

Trademarks
IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com® are trademarks or registered marks of
International Business Machines Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide.
Other product and service names might be trademarks of IBM or other companies.
A current list of IBM trademarks is available on the Web at http://www.ibm.com/
legal/copytrade.shtml.

Linux is a registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the United States, other
countries, or both.

Microsoft, Windows, Windows NT®, and the Windows logo are trademarks of
Microsoft Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both.

UNIX is a registered trademark of The Open Group in the United States and other
countries.

Java and all Java-based trademarks and logos are trademarks of Sun Microsystems,
Inc. in the United States, other countries, or both.
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Glossary

The glossary is available in several locations.
v The Glossary topic in the Information Management Software for z/OS Solutions

Information Center.
v In most printed product manuals and the corresponding PDFs.
v In the BookManager edition of the Administration Guide.
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E
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execute SQL set 57
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F
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G
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L
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prepare SQL statement 75
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Q
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R
RDB 6
RDB roll back 80
RDBCMM 78
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RDBUPDRM 60, 70, 83
REBIND 83
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format of 99
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SECCHK 87
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